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Resumen 

  
Para resolver la crisis energética y la contaminación ambiental, es 

necesario desarrollar materiales fotovoltaicos (FV) que sean rentables, 

abundantes y con una alta eficiencia de conversión de energía. Los dispositivos 

fotovoltaicos de película delgada han sido atractivos debido a su bajo costo 

de manufactura, dado que requiere poco espesor (~ 1 a 2.5micras).  Actualmente, 

los materiales absorbentes de CdTe y Cu (In, Ga) Se2 (CIGS) son los materiales 

más utilizados en dispositivos fotovoltaicos de película delgada. Sin embargo, la 

participación de estas tecnologías en el mercado está limitada debido a 

la toxicidad del Cd y a la escasez de metales tales como el Te, Ga e In. Para 

superar estas dificultades, el material absorbente a base de zinc, cobre, estaño y 

azufre (Cu2ZnSnS4 ó CZTS) ha surgido como una tecnología prometedora dado 

que está compuesto de elementos abundantes, menos tóxicos y de bajo costo. 

Recientemente la eficiencia más alta (12.6%) de los dispositivos 

fotovoltaicos PV de película delgada basados en CZTS se ha logrado utilizando 

un enfoque basado en la hidracina. Sin embargo, este método no es adecuado 

para la fabricación a gran escala porque la preparación de la solución del 

precursor de la hidracina debe ser preparada en una caja con ambiente de 

nitrógeno para evitar el peligro de una reacción, por la naturaleza altamente 

tóxica e inestable de la hidracina. Por lo tanto, con el objetivo de minimizar la 

toxicidad, hemos desarrollado un método para   preparar películas de CZTS 

basadas en nanopartículas sintetizadas por el método de soluciones, no utiliza 

ningún solvente tóxico como la hidracina. Recientemente, la síntesis basada en 

nanopartículas ha demostrado la eficiencia del poder de conversión de las celdas 

solares hasta un 9.0% empleando solventes relativamente benignos con el medio 

ambiente. 

El objetivo del presente trabajo de investigación es preparar películas de 

CZTS usando tintas basadas en nanopartículas (Nps). En este trabajo, 



 
 

sintetizamos Nps de CZTS basándonos en dos enfoques diferentes, a 

saber, calentamiento e inyección caliente.  Utilizando el enfoque de 

calentamiento, las Nps de CZTS se sintetizaron a una temperatura de reacción 

relativamente baja (220ºC) usando un único disolvente. En lo que respecta a 

nuestra búsqueda en la literatura, no existe un reporte de síntesis a baja 

temperatura de la fase pura de Nps de kesterita CZTS usando un único 

disolvente con el enfoque de calentamiento. En este enfoque, se sintetizaron Nps 

de CZTS estequiométricas y fuera de la estequiometría (pobre en Cu, rica en Zn). 

Además, se investigó la influencia de los parámetros de reacción tales como la 

temperatura y el tiempo de síntesis de las Nps estequiométricas, mediante una 

caracterización estructural, morfológica, de composición y propiedades ópticas. 

Además, basándose en la evolución dependiente del tiempo, se propone el 

mecanismo de crecimiento plausible para la formación de Nps de CZTS. De las 

diversas propiedades, percibimos que ambos, temperatura de reacción y tiempo, 

juegan un papel determinante para alcanzar la fase pura de Nps de kesterita 

CZTS con composición y morfología controlada. Entonces, la condición 

optimizada de 220ºC durante 4 h, se utilizó para sintetizar Nps de CZTS (pobre 

en Cu, rica en Zn), que mejora la eficiencia de los dispositivos fotovoltaicos. 

Posteriormente, las Nps se dispersan en hexanotiol para depositar películas 

delgadas por el método del doctor blade. Las películas son recocidas bajo 

condiciones atmosféricas para evaporar el disolvente y el carbono en la película. 

Por otra parte, las películas son recocidas bajo una atmósfera de argón/selenio 

para mejorar sus propiedades. Las películas selenizadas (CZTSSe) exhibieron 

una mejor movilidad y fotoconductividad, en comparación con la película 

recocida, esto debido a un incremento en el tamaño de grano. Después de la 

selenización, el ancho de banda prohibida se reduce de 1.5 hasta 1.09 eV, debido 

a la sustitución de átomos de azufre por átomos de selenio. 

Utilizando el enfoque de inyección caliente, se sintetizaron Nps de 

CZTS pobres en Cu, ricas en Zn. Además, se modificaron los parámetros de 



 
 

reacción tales como la temperatura y el tiempo, para estudiar sus influencias 

sobre las propiedades estructurales, morfológicas, composicionales y ópticas. 

Basándose en los experimentos dependientes del tiempo, se propone el 

mecanismo de crecimiento, el cual reveló que la fase evolucionó de Cu2S al 

compuesto intermedio Cu2SnS3 y a la kesterita CZTS. Además, la tinta de CZTS 

se formuló usando las Nps sintetizadas, y las películas delgadas se depositaron 

por el método del doctor blade. En consecuencia, los procesos de recocido y 

selenización se llevan a cabo para mejorar las propiedades de las películas. Las 

películas selenizadas revelaron una mejora en la fotoconductividad, en 

comparación con las películas recocidas. A partir de los resultados, se concluye 

que las películas preparadas a partir del método de calentamiento demostraron 

una fotoconductividad mejorada en comparación con las películas obtenidas por 

inyección caliente. Además, el enfoque de calentamiento es adecuado para la 

aplicación a gran escala. Por lo tanto, las películas de CZTS selenizadas se 

pueden emplear como una capa absorbente en los dispositivos fotovoltaicos 

basados en película delgada de bajo costo. 

Palabras clave: CZTS, nanopartículas, calentamiento, inyección caliente, película 

delgada, doctor blade, CZTSSe, bajo costo. 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Abstract 

 

To resolve the energy crisis and an environmental pollution, it is 

necessary to develop high conversion efficiency photovoltaic devices (PV) based 

on absorber materials which are cost-effective and earth abundant. Thin film PV 

devices have gained much attraction due to their low manufacturing cost as it 

requires low material usage (thicknesses in the range of ~1 to 2.5 µm). Currently, 

CdTe and Cu(In, Ga)Se2 (CIGS) are the most important absorber materials in thin 

film PV devices. However, their shares in the PV market are limited because of 

the toxicity of Cd and scarcity of metals like Te, Ga, and In. To overcome this 

difficulty, PV device based on copper zinc tin sulfide (Cu2ZnSnS4 or CZTS) 

emerges as a promising absorber material and it is composed of abundant, non-

toxic and inexpensive elements.  

Recently, the highest efficiency (12.6%) of CZTS based thin film PV 

devices has been achieved using hydrazine-based approach. Nevertheless, this 

approach is not suitable for large-scale fabrication because the preparation of 

hydrazine precursor solution needs to be performed in a nitrogen-filled glove 

box to avoid the danger of the reaction as hydrazine is highly toxic and 

hazardously unstable. In contrast, nanoparticles synthesized by a solution 

process doesn’t use any toxic solvents like hydrazine. Recently, nanoparticles 

based approach demonstrated the power conversion efficiency of the solar cell as 

high as 9.0% using relatively environmental benign solvents.   

The aim of the present work is to prepare CZTS films using nanoparticles 

(Nps) based ink. Herein, we synthesize CZTS Nps by two different approaches, 

namely heating-up and hot-injection. Using heating-up approach, CZTS Nps 

were synthesized at relatively low reaction temperature (220˚C) using a single 

solvent. To the best of our knowledge, there is no report for low-temperature 

synthesis of pure phase kesterite CZTS Nps using a single solvent with the 

heating-up approach. In this approach, CZTS Nps were synthesized with 



 
 

stoichiometric and off-stoichiometric (Cu-poor, Zn-rich) composition. Besides, 

the influence of reaction parameters such as temperature and time on the 

synthesis of stoichiometric Nps are investigated by examining their structural, 

morphological, compositional and optical properties. Furthermore, based on the 

detailed time-dependent evolution, plausible growth mechanism is proposed for 

the formation of CZTS Nps. From the various properties, we perceive that both, 

reaction temperature and time, play a determining role to attain pure phase 

kesterite CZTS Nps with controlled composition and morphology. Then, the 

optimized condition of 220˚C for 4 h, was used to synthesize Cu-poor, Zn-rich 

composition of CZTS Nps which enhances the efficiency of the CZTS solar cell. 

Subsequently, the Nps are dispersed in hexanethiol to be deposited as thin films 

by doctor blade method. The films are annealed under the atmospheric condition 

to evaporate the solvent and carbon in the film. Furthermore, annealed films are 

selenized under argon/selenium atmosphere to enhance their properties. The 

selenized films (CZTSSe) exhibited better mobility and photoconductivity, as 

compared to annealed film, due to an increment in the grain size. After 

selenization, the band gap is decreased from 1.5 to 1.09 eV, due to the 

replacement of sulfur atoms by selenium atoms. 

Using hot-injection approach, Cu-poor, Zn-rich composition of CZTS Nps 

were synthesized. Moreover, the reaction parameters such as temperature and 

time are varied to study their influences on the structural, morphological, 

compositional and optical properties. Based on the time-dependent experiments, 

growth mechanism is proposed, which revealed that the compositional phase 

evolved from Cu2S through the Cu2SnS3 intermediate compound to kesterite 

CZTS Nps. Furthermore, CZTS ink is formulated using synthesized Nps, and 

thin films are deposited by doctor blade method. Consequently, annealing and 

selenization processes are carried out to improve the film properties. Selenized 

film revealed an improvement in the photoconductivity as compared to annealed 

film. From the result, we conclude that films prepared from heating-up method 



 
 

demonstrated enhanced photoconductivity than the films obtained by hot-

injection-approach. Furthermore, the heating-up approach is well suitable for 

large area application. Hence, the selenized CZTS film will be employed as an 

absorber layer in low-cost thin film solar cell. 

Keywords: CZTS, nanoparticles, heating-up, hot-injection, thin film, doctor-

blade, CZTSSe, low-cost. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

  
1.1. Need for renewable energy 
 
 Energy shortage and environment pollution have been the “bottle-necks” 

of development for the human society in this century. Therefore, new approaches 

that can generate energy in a sustainable way, have gradually gained the 

attention around the world. One of the best-known ways of achieving this, is by 

exploiting renewable energy resources. Renewable energy is an energy which 

can be obtained from natural resources that are continuously replenished, such 

as sunlight, wind, rain, tides, waves and geothermal heat. These energy sources 

have gained significant public interest as an alternative energy source for the 

future. Also, renewable energy sources produce energy from clean, sustainable 

resources such as solar radiation with less environmental impact. Another major 

benefit of using renewable energy sources is energy security and independence.  

 With renewable energy resources, energy is harvested from the source 

available at the site. An example of this is solar energy, where electricity is 

generated directly from the solar radiation incident on the panels. 

1.2. Importance of solar energy 

 Current trends suggest solar energy will play a vital role in future energy 

production. Indeed, solar energy alone has the capacity to meet all the planet’s 

energy needs for the foreseeable future. The sun deposits ~120,000 terawatt (TW) 

TW of electromagnetic radiation on the surface of the Earth, far exceeding human 

needs even in the most aggressive energy demand scenarios. Covering just 0.16 

% of the land on Earth with 10 % efficient solar conversion systems [1] would 

provide 20 TW power, which is nearly twice the world’s present consumption 

rate, Fig.1.1 of fossil energy (or equivalent of 20,000 1-GWe nuclear fission plants) 
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[2,3]. These comparisons illustrate the incredible magnitude of the solar resource, 

providing an energy stream far more potent than present-day human technology 

can achieve. A solar energy source provides pollution-free, self-contained, 

reliable, quiet, long-term, maintenance-free, and unlimited operation at moderate 

costs. The estimated world net renewable electricity generation by energy 

sources from 2010 to 2040 can be seen in Table 1.1. The table shows that 

electricity generation by solar energy will increase from 34 billion kilowatt-hours 

in 2010 to 452 billion kilowatt-hours in 2040 with an average annual percentage 

growth of 9.1 percent, which is the fastest growth rate when compared to other 

renewable energy resources. These figures indicate the large potential of solar 

energy to become one of the leading renewable sources in electricity generation. 

 

Fig.1.1. World energy consumption by fuel type, 1990-2040. 
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Table 1.1 World net renewable electricity generation by energy source, 2010-2040 

(billion kilowatt-hours). 

 

1.3. Solar Photovoltaics 

 Solar photovoltaics (PVs) directly convert solar radiation to electricity 

through the excitation of electrons in a semiconductor material to generate 

electric current. Solar power has been increased rapidly with the increase in the 

installation capacity by 50% per year worldwide over the last decade. The power 

generated by PVs reached almost 100 TW in 2013. The total installed capacity of 

PV increased by 43%, reaching 29.4 GW in 2013, representing 15% of the total 

growth in the global power generation capacity (Fig.1.2) [4]. 

 

Fig. 1.2. Installed solar PV capacity by region in the New Policies  

Scenario. 
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1.4. Working principles of solar cells 

 A solar cell (also known as photovoltaic cell) is a device that converts light 

energy directly into electricity based on the photovoltaic effect, which was first 

observed by Alexandre-Edmond Becquerel in 1839 [5]. Its working principles as 

shown in Fig. 1.3 can be divided into four steps: 

 First of all, a light absorbing material absorbs a photon, exciting an 

electron in absorber material from its ground state to an excited state.  

 Second, an electron-hole charge carrier pair is generated, with the electron 

(negative charge carrier) in the conduction band and the hole (positive 

charge carrier) in the valence band (ground state).  

 Then, the positive and negative charge carriers are separated and move 

towards opposite electrical contacts. After that, they travel through to 

reach the current collector of an external electrical circuit and do work at 

an electrical ‘load’. 

 Finally, the negative charge carriers arrive back at the absorber, where 

they recombine with the positive charge carrier and return to the ground 

state [6]. 
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Fig.1.3. Diagram of a solar PV cell absorbing a photon and generating an 

electron-hole pair. Enlarged is the energy band diagram of a p-n junction. 

1.5. Generation of solar cells 

1.5.1. First generation solar cells 

 The first generation solar cells are based on monocrystalline and 

multicrystalline silicon, which is a semiconductor with an indirect energy 

bandgap of 1.12 eV [7]. The efficiency of the first reported (1941) solar cell based 

on multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) was about 1% [8]. Over the years, the efficiency 

of Si solar cells evolved rapidly, approaching its theoretically predicted 

maximum of about 32% [9- 11]. Silicon-based PV is still the dominant technology 

in the solar field, accounting more than 90% of total production. However, the 

price of electricity produced by PV is still high as compared to other sources. One 

of the factors contributing to the high production cost of Si solar cells is the 

amount of material used. About 61% of the solar cell price is accounted by the Si 
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wafer [12, 13]. Due to the relatively small absorption coefficient of silicon (100 

cm-1), the device must have a thickness of about 100–200 μm to absorb most of 

the incident solar radiation and provide reasonable mechanical strength. 

Reducing the wafer thickness, less expensive material usage could be the 

solutions to decrease the cost of PV-produced energy [14-16].  

1.5.2. Second generation solar cells  

 The second generation solar cells is based on thin-film technology. It has 

emerged as an alternative to the conventional Si cells. Thin-film PV provides a 

solution to reduce the amount of material used by employing direct-bandgap 

semiconductors with higher absorption coefficients. Thus, the total thickness of 

the solar cell is in the range of a few microns. The device is fabricated on 

inexpensive substrates (e.g., glass, plastic, metal foils) to provide the necessary 

mechanical strength. Moreover, the synthesis process does not require a high 

degree of purity, unlike the case of Si cells.  

Therefore, the synthesis process of thin-film PV devices using different 

kinds of deposition methods is simpler and less expensive. Thin-film solar cells 

are based generally on heterojunctions using differently doped, dissimilar 

materials. A thin n-type semiconductor as a buffer layer is deposited on top of a 

p-type semiconductor, to form the p-n junction. A p-type material is preferred 

for the active absorbing layer, where the electron-hole pairs are generated. The 

diffusion length of electrons in a p- type semiconductor is larger than the 

diffusion length of holes in an n-type semiconductor. The n-type layer must be 

thin and made of a wide-band material to enable the incident light to pass 

through to the absorber layer. For that, a cadmium sulfide (CdS) layer about 50 

μm thickness with an energy bandgap of 2.4 eV is commonly used [17-19].  

 Cadmium telluride (CdTe) and copper indium-gallium diselenide, 

Cu(InGe)Se2 (CIGS) are two strong representative materials for thin-film solar 

cells that show device efficiencies comparable to those of mc-Si cells. CdTe has 
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long been recognized as an optimal candidate for thin-film PV applications 

because it is a chemically stable semiconductor compound with large absorption 

coefficient (>104 cm-1) and a direct bandgap of about 1.45 eV [20, 21]. CIGS is a 

quaternary semiconductor absorber material and it exhibits direct bandgap and 

high optical absorption coefficient. The band gap can be tuned from 1.04 to 1.68 

eV with varying In/Ga ratio [22]. Both materials have reached the 

commercialization stage for mass production.  

 Unfortunately, there are drawbacks to both of these technologies. 

Cadmium is toxic and there are issues around the potential scarcity, and 

consequent volatility in cost, of both indium (In) and tellurium (Te) [23]. This can 

be seen in Fig. 1.4, which shows that tellurium is about as scarce as gold. The 

world trading price of In and Ga is around $700/Kg and $1700/Kg at their peak 

demand, which imposes a serious concern on the production scale of PV 

technologies using these materials. To overcome the possible future effects of ‘In’ 

scarcity on TW-scale consumption, it has been projected that CIGS can be 

replaced by kesterite CZTS. 

 

Fig. 1.4. Relative abundance of various elements in the earth’s crust. 
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1.5.3. Third generation solar cells 

 Third generation solar cells have the feature of high power conversion 

efficiency and low cost. Therefore, abundance, availability of materials and the 

ease of processing for device fabrication become very important as they largely 

determine the production cost. Various advanced technologies and cutting-edge 

materials have been exploited for 3rd generation solar cells.  

 For example, solution-processed PV devices such as sensitized solar cells 

(SSCs), Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) and polymer organic solar cells hold much promise 

owing to low cost fabrication. In particular, CZTS is considered as one of the 

most promising light absorber materials for the next generation thin film PV, due 

to low raw material cost and toxicity. The availability of copper, zinc, tin and 

sulfur in the earth’s crust are 50, 75, 2.2 and 260 ppm respectively. All the 

constituents of CZTS are abundant in the earth’s crust. It is expected to have a 

very promising future, although most of the work is still in the laboratory or 

testing stage [24-26].  

Table 1.2 shows the different solar cells with efficiency. 

 

Voc (Open circuit voltage); Jsc (Short circuit current density); FF (Fill factor); Ƞ 

(Efficiency). 
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1.6. Objectives of the thesis work 

The main objectives of this thesis dissertation are summarized as below: 

(i) Understanding the effect of key synthesis parameters on the formation of 

CZTS nanoparticles, are synthesized by two different approaches such as  

 Heating-up and  

 Hot-injection. 

(ii) Formulation of CZTS ink using synthesized nanoparticles by two different 

approaches. 

(iii) Deposition of CZTS films by doctor-blade method and study the 

properties of the films. 

(iv) Performing the heat treatment (selenization) for CZTS films. 

(v) Investigate the effect of selenization on the properties of CZTS films. 

The effect of key reaction parameters including temperature, time are 

investigated in-detail to achieve better control over the phase pure, size, shape 

and composition of the nanoparticles. The growth and formation mechanism are 

proposed based on our research findings. 

The concentration of ink was varied to accomplish the crack free CZTS 

films. Influence of selenization temperatures on the properties of the films were 

investigated.  

1.7. Thesis Organization 

This thesis is organized as below: Chapter 1 provides an introduction to 

information on the needs of renewable energy in resolving the world energy 

crisis, and the advantages of solar photovoltaic over other types of renewable 

sources. This chapter contains the advantages of CZTS absorber material as well 

as the research objectives and thesis organization. 
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 Chapter 2 describes the materials properties, deposition methods of CZTS 

films and the importance of present work. 

 Chapter 3 explains the experimental procedure for the CZTS nanoparticles 

synthesis, preparation of CZTS and CdS films. Besides, the principles of the 

characterization techniques used to analyze the nanoparticles and films are 

briefly described. 

 Chapter 4 presents the results of the CZTS nanoparticles prepared by 

heating-up process and discusses aspects of them in greater detail. 

 Chapter 5 elucidates the results and discussions of the properties of CZTS 

films obtained from the heating-up synthesis of CZTS nanoparticles. 

 Chapter 6 exhibits the results and discussions of hot-injection synthesis of 

CZTS nanoparticles. 

 Chapter 7 summarizes the highlights of the results. 
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Chapter 2 

Material properties and deposition methods of 

CZTS Thin films 

 

2.1. Material properties of CZTS 

2.1.1 Structural properties 

 The quaternary compound Cu2ZnSnS4 can be derived from II-VI 

compounds such as zinc-blende (ZnS). By replacing two group-II atoms with one 

group-I and one group-III atoms, we obtain an I-III-VI2 semiconductor such as 

the Cu-based chalcopyrite CuInS2 (CIS). Then, by replacing half of the In atoms 

with group-II atoms such as Zn and the other half with group-IV atoms such as 

Sn, we can produce Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS). Similarly, the Cu2ZnSnSe2 compound can 

be derived from CuInSe. Fig. 2.1 illustrates the derivation of CZTS from ZnS. 

 

 

Fig. 2.1. Derivation of the quaternary CZTS compound from binary and ternary 

compounds. 
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 Crystallographically, CZTS has two principal structures, known as 

stannite (ST) and kesterite (KS) type. These two structures are very similar except 

the different arrangements of ‘Cu’ and ‘Zn’ atoms (Fig.2.2). However, CZTS 

material usually appears in kesterite phase because it is thermodynamically more 

stable as compared to stannite type [1–4]. Washio et al. [5] investigated the 

relationship between composition and kesterite crystal structure of CZTS thin 

films. They choose three Cu/(Zn+Sn) composition ratios of about 1.2 (non-

photovoltaic composition ratio), 1.0 (non-photovoltaic composition ratio), and 0.8 

(photovoltaic composition ratio).  

 

Fig. 2.2. CZTS unit cells of (a) kesterite-type and (b) stannite-type structures. 

  

It was found that when Cu/Zn+Sn ratio is 0.8, ‘Cu’ substitutes for ‘Zn’ at 

the 2d site and/or ‘Zn’ substitutes for ‘Cu’ at the 2c site. They claimed that high 

performance of CZTS thin films in photovoltaic activity is due to the kesterite 
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crystal structure. Calculated and experimentally measured values for the lattice 

constant ‘a’ of the KS and ST tetragonal unit cells are on the order of 5.4 Å, 

whereas the ratio c/a is close to 2. 

2.1.2. Phase diagram of CZTS 

 In the Cu2ZnSnS4 unit cell, one finds 2 Cu, 1 Zn, 1 Sn and 4 S atoms. If an 

absorber layer has the same elemental 2:1:1:4 composition ratio, or is close to this 

ratio, it is referred to as stoichiometric. Deviations from the 2:1:1:4 stoichiometry 

can lead to the formation of new unit cells with differing compositions. If one 

tracks the various formed unit cells as a function of composition, a so-called 

phase diagram is obtained. When growing compound materials, one major 

challenge lies in controlling the composition and staying in the stoichiometric 

area of the phase diagram. Deviations from stoichiometry can lead to the 

formation of unwanted phases with deviating composition and crystal structure. 

Alternatively, several phases with differing composition can co-exist. 
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Fig.2.3.Ternary phase diagram shows the expected secondary phases at 400°C. 

 A comprehensive analysis of the Cu2X-ZnX-SnX2 pseudo-ternary system 

(where X could be S or Se) was carried out by Olekseyuk et al [6], who presented 

a phase diagram for the system at 400°C (Fig.2.3). Cu2ZnSnX4 as a single phase is 

present only within a rather narrow range of compositions, which is indicated 

with an asterisk at the centre of the plot. In all other regions of the phase diagram 

there are up to two additional secondary phases present, always alongside 

CZTSSe. The unwanted phases, further referred to as secondary phases, can alter 

the local electrical properties of thin film solar cells and should be avoided. 
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2.1.3. Electrical properties 

 Doping of CZTS material occurs by internal defects. First principle 

theoretical calculations of the formation energy and the transition energy levels 

for a series of intrinsic point defects and defect complexes in CZTS shows that 

‘Cu’ atoms sitting on the places of ‘Zn’ atoms (CuZn antisite) causes p-type 

conductivity which has a lower formation energy and relatively deeper acceptor 

level compared to the ‘Cu’ vacancy [7]. All donor defects have higher formation 

energy, consistent with the experimental verification of p-type conductivity. The 

low formation energy of acceptor defects makes n-type doping difficult in CZTS. 

Most of the reported resistivity values of CZTS thin films vary from ~10-3 Ω.cm 

to 101 Ω.cm [8,9] but resistivity values as high as 104 Ω.cm were also reported 

[10]. The hole concentration was reported to vary from 1016 cm-3 to 1018 cm-3 

[11,12] while mobility values were in the range of 1 to 10 cm2·V−1·s−1 [13,14].  

2.1.4. Optical properties 

 Theoretically the band gap of stoichiometric kesterite CZTS is calculated 

to be 1.5 eV by Chen et al [15]. The bandgap reported for CZTS prepared from 

various deposition techniques varied from 1.4 eV to 1.55 eV [16–18]. The band 

gap can be tuned from 1.5 (pure sulfide) and 1.0 eV (pure selenide), by varying 

the sulfur-to-selenium ratio in the related alloy Cu2ZnSn(SxSe1-x)4 (CZTSSe) [19]. 

The optical absorption coefficient (α) of CZTS is larger than 10-4 cm-1 in the 

visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum [20,21] enabling the absorption of 

the incident light with energies higher than the bandgap in only a few microns. 

2.2. CZTS thin films deposition techniques 

 The increasing awareness of CZTS as a potentially ideal candidate as 

photovoltaic absorber material is mainly due to the abundance and variety of 

routes that have been developed for thin film deposition. To determine the most 

promising technique for the fabrication of thin films solar cells, the overriding 

criteria are that the deposition can be completed at low cost while maintaining 
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high deposition or processing rate with high yield and reproducibility. There 

exists a wide range of vacuum and non-vacuum based techniques. For 

deposition techniques, one key barrier toward a reliable and low cost process is 

the complexity for preparing pure phase thin films. A second common theme 

generally encountered is the challenge of compositional control during 

deposition of thin films. Despite these challenges, reasonably successful thin film 

deposition and device fabrication has been demonstrated for CZTS using both 

vacuum and non-vacuum deposition techniques. 

2.2.1. Vacuum-based deposition techniques  

 The vacuum based deposition approaches mainly involve thin film 

deposition using sputtering and evaporation. CZTS thin films are typically 

fabricated at high temperature from stacks of metals, metal sulfides, or a 

combination of these two. These deposition techniques have been widely 

employed in thin film solar cells, as they are capable of delivering timed 

elemental fluxes while providing a good opportunity to fabricate high 

uniformity, good quality thin film devices. 

2.2.1.1 Sputtering 

 The first CZTS thin films were prepared by Ito and Nakazawa in 1988 by 

using an atom beam sputtering method [22]. They reported CZTS cadmium tin 

oxide heterojunction based devices using CZTS with bandgap of 1.45 eV. 

However, no efficiency data of these devices were provided, although a Voc of 

165 mV was demonstrated. The most successful sputtering route to fabrication of 

CZTS devices has been developed by Professor Katagiri’s group. Using RF co-

sputtering of Cu and binary SnS (tin sulfide) and ZnS materials in H2S (hydrogen 

sulfide) atmosphere, a 5.74% efficient solar cell was demonstrated in 2007 [23]. 

By soaking the absorber in deionized water prior to CdS deposition, this resulted 

in preferential etching of surface oxide contamination, which is believed to lead 
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to improvement in the FF and Jsc of the device due to decreased series resistance 

[24]. This development has led to the current record performance of sputtered 

CZTS devices with 6.77% efficiency. Katagiri et al. also reported that the best 

composition range of Zn/Sn and Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio was around 1.25 and 0.9, 

respectively, through investigating the effect of different elemental ratios in 

CZTS on device performance [25]. In addition, lower H2S concentration used in 

the annealing process was suggested to reduce the wear of the sulfurization 

chamber as H2S concentration was found to have little effect on device 

properties. 

2.2.1.2. Evaporation 

 Evaporation was the principal deposition technique used in the early 

work on preparing CZTS thin films [26]. The first functional evaporated CZTS 

device with 0.66% PCE (power conversion efficiency) was reported by Katagiri et 

al. in 1997 by sulphurisation of a stack of Cu/Sn/Zn in a N2+H2S (5%) 

atmosphere at 500 °C [27]. Further refinements of the sequential evaporation and 

reactive annealing approach included the introduction of ZnS, as opposed to Zn, 

for the bottom precursor metal layer and increase in the substrate temperature to 

400 °C during precursor layer deposition. This has led to improved device 

performance with 2.62% efficiency [28]. Further optimization of the annealing 

chamber, and deposition of CdS, and doping CZTS films with Na resulted in 

solar cells with 5.45% efficiency [29]. 

 In 2010, researchers in IBM fabricated CZTS films through co-evaporation 

from Cu, Zn, Sn and S sources on a relatively low (110 °C) substrate temperature, 

followed by annealing on a hot plate at 540 °C for a few minutes. This method 

yields a pure CZTS thin film solar cell with 6.8% efficiency (Voc, Jsc and FF of 587 

mV, 17.8 mA/cm2 and 65%, respectively) [30]. A slight modification in the 

thermal treatment procedure by increasing the substrate temperature to 150 °C 

and a post-deposition annealing at 570 °C for 5 mins have led to an up-to-date, 
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highest performance co-evaporated CZTS solar cell with 8.4% efficiency (Voc= 

661 mV, Jsc = 19.5 mA/cm2, FF= 65.8%)[31]. 

2.2.1.3. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 

 Aerosol assisted CVD was first employed by Ramasamy et al. to fabricate 

CZTS thin film which used a toluene solution containing diethyldithiocarbamate 

complexes of Cu, Zn and an alkyl derivative of Sn [32]. The three complexes 

were found to decompose at 280- 300°C to form pure phase CZTS. Washio et al. 

have introduced an open atmosphere CVD to synthesise CZTS thin film using 

Cu(C5H7O2)2, Zn(C5H7O2)2, Sn(C5H7O2)2, followed by sulphurisation of the oxide 

thin films in an N2+H2S (5%) atmosphere at 520-560°C for 3h [33]. The 

sulphurised CZT(S,O) film exhibited optical bandgap energy of 1.57 eV. 

Although oxygen was found in the film even after sulphurization process, the 

fabricated devices yielded a PCE of 6.03%. 

2.2.1.4. Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) 

 The first PLD-based CZTS solar cell was fabricated by employing KrF 

laser pulses to ablate a CZTS target with the substrate maintained at room 

temperature during the deposition, followed by post annealing in N2 atmosphere 

for an hour. The 500°C annealed films gave 1.74% efficient solar cells. Using the 

similar film deposition method and tuning the annealing condition by heating 

the films in a N2 (nitrogen) + H2S (5%) atmosphere at 400 °C for an hour, the 

CZTS device efficiency was further improved to 3.14% [34]. 

2.2.2. Non vacuum-based deposition techniques 

 Although vacuum-based deposition approaches provide a good 

opportunity to fabricate high quality thin film devices, they normally undergo 

relatively large consumption of energy, long deposition and annealing time, 

suffer from low material utilization and the issue of element volatility [35]. 
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Hence, non-vacuum based approaches are preferable, to reduce the production 

cost and have the potential to produce photovoltaic devices on a large scale. 

These approaches including electrodeposition, spray pyrolysis, sol-gel spin 

coating, hot-injection, solvothermal and hydrothermal have been extensively 

explored to synthesize CZTS thin films. 

2.2.2.1. Spray pyrolysis 

 Spray pyrolysis was one of the earliest methods used to prepare CZTS 

thin films under non-vacuum conditions. In this approach, CZTS thin films were 

prepared by spraying an aqueous solution of metal chlorides and thiourea in 

deionized water onto heated glass substrates at 280-360°C [36] CuxS (x = 1-2) was 

found in Cu-rich films whereas Zn-poor films contained a Cu2SnS3 impurity. 

Thermal deposition of related thiourea-metal halide complexes was further 

investigated by Madarász et al. while Kumar et al. produced a pure phase CZTS 

without post-annealing process, through modification of the precursor 

concentration and using a substrate temperature of 370°C [8,37]. In a recent 

report, an aqueous solution that contains stannic chloride has been found to be 

able to yield larger grains and better crystallinity of CZTS than the solution 

containing stannous chloride [13]. Htay et al. have discovered that a CZTS/ZnO 

heterojunction structured solar cell generates larger Voc but lower Jsc as compared 

to a CZTS/CdS structured solar cell due to the wider bandgap of ZnO, which 

induces a higher built-in potential [38]. The authors also reported that the 

decease of Jsc could be related to the recombination of minority carriers at 

CZTS/ZnO interface. The CZTS/ZnO based structure yielded 4.29% efficient 

device while CZTS/CdS device yielded an efficiency of 4.32%. 

2.2.2.2. Electrochemical deposition 

 CZTS synthesised by electrodeposition was firstly reported by sulfurizing 

a metal stack of Zn/Sn/Cu (Cu on bottom) layers in an argon atmosphere at 550 
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°C for 2 h, leading to a PCE of 0.8% [39]. The low efficiency was found to be 

attributed to a high series resistance (10 Ω cm2) and high shunt conductance of 7 

mS cm-2 in the dark (20 mS cm-2 under AM 1.5 conditions), as well as substantial 

recombination in the space charge region. A further improvement in the device 

performance was obtained by changing the sequence of metal stacks and 

improving the homogeneity of the electrodeposited film using a rotating disc 

electrode as well, as etching the film by potassium cyanide (KCN) to remove 

impurities. This has led to the energy conversion efficiency of the solar cell to 

3.2% [40]. Co-electrodeposition of Cu-Zn-Sn films followed by the sulfurization 

method has been reported by Araki et al. A slightly Zn-rich film yielded a 3.16% 

efficiency with the CZTS device [41]. It is worth noting that no phase separation 

was observed in the co-electrodeposited film after the annealing process. A 3.4% 

efficiency solar cell was fabricated through a similar electrodeposition process 

but with an optimized annealing process by heating Cu-Zn-Sn films in Ar + H2S 

(5%) atmosphere for 8 h. An electrodeposited CZTS solar cell with 7.3% 

efficiency was recently reported by Ahmed et al [42]. In this report, a two-step 

annealing process was proposed: (i) low temperature annealing at 210-350°C to 

form a uniform alloy, followed by (ii) a high temperature annealing at 585°C in a 

sulfur rich environment for 15 mins. The champion device had a Voc, Jsc and FF of 

567 mV, 22 mA/cm2, 58.1%, respectively. The low fill factor was suspected to be 

due to the high resistance at the back contact, arising from the MoS2 formed 

during the sulfurization step. 

2.2.2.3. Sol-gel based approach 

 A sol-gel based synthesis of CZTS thin films was reported in 2007 [43]. 

Metal acetate and chloride sources, 2-methoxyethanol and monoethanolamine 

were used as the solvent and stabilizer in the sol-gel synthesis, respectively. The 

films were made by spin-coating the sol-gel solution and drying them in the air 

at 300 °C. Then they were sulphurised at 500 °C in a N2 + H2S (5%) atmosphere 
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for 1 h. The resulting films had a nearly stoichiometric composition with 

bandgap of 1.49 eV. Using a similar sol-gel approach, a device with a structure of 

soda lime glass (SLG)/Mo/CZTS/CdS/Al:ZnO/Al yielded 1.01% PCE [44] By 

varying the ratio of Cu/(Zn+Sn) and Zn/Sn to 0.8 and 1.15, respectively, the 

solar cell efficiency was improved to 2.03% [43]. In later reports, the same group 

has indicated that annealing at higher than 450 °C and with H2S concentration of 

3% is preferable for larger grain growth [45,46]. 

2.2.2.4. Hydrazine based approach  

 In 2010, IBM T. J. Watson Research Center developed an approach to 

make CZTSSe ink from a dissolved metal sulfide and metal selenide in hydrazine 

solution. In this approach, the dissolved components acted as a binders which 

eliminated the need for an organic binding agent and the solid particles acted as 

stress relief centers, which prevented film cracking. Spin coating of the 

developed slurries to make films followed by a short heat treatment at 540 °C led 

to the formation of a CZTSSe film with a uniform pure phase and good grain 

structure. CZTSSe devices based on SLG/Mo/CZTSSe/CdS/ZnO/ITO structure 

have been fabricated with PCE of 9.66% [47]. The device efficiency was later 

improved to 10.1% in 2011, 11.1% in 2012 by improving device characteristics 

(larger grain size and void reduction, leading to higher fill factor and short 

circuit current) and 12.6% in 2013 by modifying the device architecture (thinner 

CdS and transparent conducting layers) [48–50]. 

2.2.2.5. Nanoparticles-based approach 

 In 2009, Steinhagen et al. [51] reported on the synthesis of CZTS 

nanoparticles by adopting a one-pot technique where all the precursors (Cu, Zn, 

Sn metal salts and elemental sulfur) and oleylamine were mixed together at room 

temperature and then heated to 280 °C to allow the formation of CZTS 

nanoparticles. CZTS thin films were deposited by spraying of the CZTS 

nanoparticle dispersed in toluene onto the ITO coated glass substrates. Solar cells 
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with a superstrate structure (ITO/ZnO/CdS/CZTS/Au) fabricated from the as-

deposited CZTS sample showed efficiencies of 0.23%. In the same year, Guo et al. 

[52] also reported on the synthesis of CZTS nanoparticles with a stoichiometry of 

Cu2.12Zn0.84Sn1.06S4 using a hot-injection approach where Cu, Zn, Sn metal salts 

and elemental sulfur were used as precursor while oleylamine was used as both 

solvent and surfactant. The CZTS thin films were deposited by drop casting of 

the CZTS nanoparticle dispersed in toluene onto a Mo coated SLG substrate and 

sequentially annealed between 400 and 500 °C in Se-containing atmosphere for 

20 min. The sample annealed at 500 °C gave the best solar cells with conversion 

efficiencies of 0.8 %. Later on, they optimized Cu-poor, Zn-rich composition of 

the CZTS nanoparticles and achieved 7.2% efficiencies using doctor-blade 

method [53]. Most recently, Miskin et al reported 9.0% efficiency which is the 

record efficiency of nanoparticles based approach [54]. 

 Most recently, heating up method was used to prepare the CZTS 

nanoparticles and a few reports existing in the literature. Jasieniak et al. [55] 

reported a one-pot heating-up synthesis for the preparation of CZTS 

nanoparticles using binary sulfur precursors. Sungjee Kim et al. [56] prepared 

CZTS nanoparticles by heating-up method using a mixture of oleic acid and 

oleylamine under a vacuum atmosphere. Nevertheless, they used multi-solvents 

with quite expensive precursors and it possesses relatively high temperature 

(>250˚C). Therefore, a facile and inexpensive precursors at relatively low-

temperature synthesis are highly demanded to prepare high quality, 

monodisperse kesterite CZTS nanoparticles. Also, utilization of single solvent is 

highly recommended to synthesize CZTS nanoparticles for solar cell 

applications. Because these nanoparticles will be used to deposit as a thin film 

and then annealed at high temperatures. Multi-solvent usage in the nanoparticles 

synthesis increases the carbon contamination in the film. Thus, carbon inhibits 

the grain growth while film annealed at high temperatures which would affect 
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the solar cell performance. In this regard, we propose a facile one-pot heating up 

synthesis at relatively low temperature (220 °C) using single solvent and vacuum 

free atmosphere to prepare kesterite CZTS nanoparticles for the first time. 

Besides, we synthesized CZTS nanoparticles by hot-injection process. The 

experimental procedure for heating-up and hot-injection process can be seen in 

chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3 

 Experimental and characterization techniques 

 

In this chapter, the experimental methods and characterizations 

techniques used in this thesis work, described in detail.  Herein, we discuss 

about preparation of CZTS powder, ink formulation, deposition and selenization 

of CZTS films and deposition of CdS films. We used several characterization 

techniques such as XRD, Raman, FE-SEM, TEM, EDS, XPS, UV-VIS-NIR, hall 

measurement and current-voltage (I-V) measurement to investigate the 

properties of CZTS powders and films. 

3.1. Experimental 

We prepared CZTS films from nanoparticles based approach (Fig. 3.1) 

which includes several steps as following: 

1. Synthesize of CZTS nanoparticles,  

2. Formulation of ink using CZTS nanoparticles,  

3. Deposition CZTS ink on glass substrate, 

4. Annealing of CZTS films in air, and 

5. Selenization of CZTS films under Ar/Se atmosphere. 
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Fig. 3.1. Steps involve in CZTS film preparation process. 

3.1.1. Synthesis of CZTS nanoparticles 
 

We have synthesized CZTS nanoparticles (Nps) by two different 

approaches such as heating-up and hot-injection approach. The detailed 

explanations are given below. 

3.1.1.1. Synthesis of CZTS nanoparticles by heating-up approach 
 

Copper (II) chloride (CuCl2) (99.999%), zinc acetate (Zn(Ac)2) (99.99%), tin 

(II) chloride (SnCl2) (99.99%), oleylamine (OLA) (technical grade, 70%), 

chloroform (99.80%) and ethanol (99.90%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

Sulfur powder (99.99%) was purchased from Alfa-Aesar.  All the reagents were 

used without further purification. 

CZTS Nps were synthesized by heating-up method. In a typical reaction, 2 

mmol of CuCl2, 1 mmol of Zn(Ac)2, 1 mmol of SnCl2 and 4 mmol of sulfur 

powder were added into 10 mL of OLA at room temperature [1]. Then, the 

reaction mixture was heated to 220°C and the reaction was maintained at this 

temperature for 4 h under nitrogen atmosphere. Once the reaction finished, the 

temperature was cooled down to room temperature. When the temperature 

reached to 100ºC, chloroform was added to the reaction mixture to quench the 

reaction and ethanol was further added to precipitate the Nps. And then, the 
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reaction mixture was collected and centrifuged at 4500 rpm for 20 mins. 

Afterwards, the supernatant was discarded which contains a solvent, by-

products, and unreacted precursors. Then, the reaction mixture was washed with 

chloroform and ethanol (1:1 ratio) followed by centrifugation process for several 

times to get high purity of the Nps. The final product was dried at 100°C for 3 h 

in an oven and then used for various characterization.  

 The experiments were repeated at various reaction temperatures such as 180, 

200, 220 and 240°C with a constant reaction time of 4 h.  

 To monitor the growth of the Nps, aliquots were withdrawn from the 

reaction mixture with a syringe at 220°C for different times (5 mins, 10 mins, 

20 mins, 30 mins, 1 h, 2 h, 4 h and 8 h). 

 Furthermore, the optimum temperature of 220°C was used to prepare Cu-

poor, Zn-rich composition of Nps which is optimal for solar cell applications. 

For this purpose, 1.74:1.12:0.98:4 ratio of Cu, Zn, Sn and S precursors were 

taken and OLA (10 mL) was used as a solvent. Washing procedure are same 

as mentioned above. 
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Fig. 3.2. Experimental procedure for synthesis of CZTS nanoparticles by heating-

up approach. 

3.1.1.2. Synthesis of CZTS nanoparticles by hot-injection approach  

CZTS Nps were synthesized by hot-injection approach. In a typical 

experiment, 1.79 mmol of CuCl2, 1.16 mmol of Zn(Ac)2 and 0.95 mmol of SnCl2 

into 10 ml OLA. The mixture was heated to ~160°C with mild magnetic stirring 

for 30 mins. Then the temperature was raised to 220°C at which point 4 ml of 1 M 

solution of sulfur dissolved in oleylamine was injected into the reaction mixture. 

The mixture was maintained at 220 °C for 2 h. When the temperature reached to 
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100°C, chloroform and ethanol were injected to the reaction mixture. The 

washing procedure are same as mentioned above. 

 The above experiments were repeated for several reaction temperatures such 

as 180, 200, 220 and 240°C with constant reaction time of 2 h.  

 To study the growth mechanism of the Nps, aliquots were taken from the 

reaction mixture with a syringe at 220°C for different time from 5 mins to 4 h. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.3. Experimental procedure for CZTS nanoparticles synthesis by hot-

injection approach. 
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3.1.2. Formulation of ink using CZTS nanoparticles 

CZTS ink was formulated by dispersing synthesized CZTS nanoparticles 

in hexanethiol [2] (purity; 95%) and sonicated for 60 mins. The most important 

parameter of CZTS powder concentration was varied such as 0.1, 0.075 and 0.050 

g in 1 mL hexanethiol. The prime motive of varying the CZTS powder 

concentration was to obtain crack free films. 

3.1.3. Deposition of CZTS films 

3.1.3.1. Substrate 

There are several substrate materials that are suitable for CZTS solar cells. 

Today, the “standard” substrate is soda-lime glass (SLG), which allowed 

champion efficiencies. SLG is a suitable substrate for CZTS solar cells 

mainly because it has a well matched thermal expansion coefficient, exhibits a 

smooth surface, is cheap, and releases Na into the CZTS. Drawbacks are its loss 

of rigidity above 550- 600 °C, and possible property variations from factory to 

factory and sometimes even across one substrate. However, for laboratory cells 

rigidity loss is usually not a problem, while the property variations mainly 

concern Na (and K) out-diffusion during CZTS deposition. The SLG substrates 

used for this thesis had a thermal expansion coefficient of 9×10-6 K-1. 

3.1.3.2. Cleaning of substrate  

The typical substrate cleaning procedure for all substrates was washing 

the samples with soap and de-ionized (DI) water. Then the samples were cleaned 

in an ultrasonic bath first in a mixture of acetone and 2-propanol and afterwards 

in methanol. Between all steps and at the end, the samples were thoroughly 

rinsed with DI water. Finally, the substrates were dried in a jet of nitrogen gas. 

Surface treatment of the cleaned substrates was carried out in a solution of H2SO4 

(> 95%, Aldrich) and H2O2 (50%, Botica Moderna) (2:1) for 2 to 3 min. Finally, the 

substrates were dried in nitrogen gas before film preparation. 
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3.1.3.3. Deposition of CZTS ink 

The deposition process of CZTS ink is shown in Fig. 3.4. CZTS Nps were 

used to deposit thin films by doctor-blade method. CZTS ink was formulated by 

varying powder concentration of 0.1 g, 0.075 g and 0.05 g in 1 mL hexanethiol. 

Then, the ink was coated onto soda-lime glass substrates by the doctor-blade 

method to form densely packed Nps thin film. A layer of scotch tape was used as 

the spacer for thin film preparation. Two coatings were applied to get uniform 

film thickness.  

 

Fig.3.4. Preparation of CZTS film process. 

 

3.1.4. Annealing of CZTS films (Step 4) 

3.1.4.1. Air annealing  

The furnace used for air annealing is shown in Fig. 3.5. After each coating, 

the film was annealed at 350 and 400⁰C for 1 min in the pre-heated oven to 

evaporate the carbon and solvent.  
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Fig.3.5. Air annealing of CZTS film. 

3.1.4.2. Annealing under Ar/Se atmosphere 

The annealed CZTS films were selenized under selenium atmosphere to 

replace the majority of sulfur (S) atoms with selenium (Se) atoms. The 50 mg of 

Se and 5 mg of tin (to avoid the tin loss) powder were introduced into the 

graphite box along with CZTS film and loaded into the furnace. Fig. 3.6 shows 

the photograph of furnace and graphite box. A two-step selenization was carried 

out using partially closed graphite box under argon atmosphere. In the first step, 

the film annealed at 400⁰C for 30 mins in order to incorporate the Se into the 

CZTS crystal lattice. During the second step, the temperature was further 

increased to 500⁰C for 15 mins to facilitate the recrystallization and enhance grain 

growth. The ramp of temperature was 20⁰C/min. The selenization temperature 

in the second step was varied such as 500, 525 and 550⁰C by keeping the constant 

time of 15 mins. 
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Fig. 3.6. Photograph a) selenization furnace and (b) graphite box. 

3.2. Characterization techniques 

3.2.1. X-ray diffraction spectroscopy (XRD) 

X-ray diffractometer consists of three parts namely a basic diffraction unit, 

acounter goniometer and an electronic circuit panel with an automatic recorder 

as shown in Fig. 3.8. Collimated X-ray beam produced at a rating of 40 KV-20 

mA is allowed to be incident on the sample and the diffracted rays are received 

by a proportional (or scintillation) counter through a crystal monochromater or a 

Ni-filter for CuK2 radiation (=1.5444 Å). In the present work, CZTS films were 

analyzed by using PANalytical Xpert X-Ray Diffractometer with CuK1 

(=1.5406 Å) in the -2 mode with step size of 0.039. 
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Fig. 3.8. System view of XRD measurement. 

 
Fig.3.9. illustrates the diffraction of X-rays by a crystal. A diffractometer 

basically consists of an X-ray source, sample stage, and detector to measure the 

reflected rays. The intensities of the diffracted beam at different angles is 

measured by the detector and is represented in a diffraction pattern as a function 

of 2θ, whereas 2θ, the diffraction angle, is the angle between the transmitted 

beam and the diffracted beam. The main goal of using XRD in our work was to 

identify the crystalline phases in our samples. Determining the phases is 

obtained by comparing the experimentally measured data with standard data 

published by the International Center for Diffraction Data (ICDD), previously 

known as the Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDS), and 

matching the positions of the peaks in the diffractogram to those in the database. 
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Fig. 3.9. Illustration of the interaction between X-rays and crystallographic 

planes. 

The interplanar distance d can be calculated from known diffraction angle 

θ using the Bragg’s relation, 

 

where, n is the order of diffraction, λ is the wavelength of X-ray radiation, d is the 

interplanar distance and θ is the angle of incidence. 

Crystallite sizes (D) are calculated using the Scherrer’s formula, [3] 

 

where, K is a constant (0.9), λ is the X-ray wavelength (1.5406 Å), β is the Full 

Width Half Maximum (FWHM) and Ө is the diffraction angle. 

The lattice constants a and c are calculated using the following formula: 

[4]  
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3.2.2. Raman spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy uses the Raman effect to characterize the chemical 

composition and structure of materials. Raman spectroscopy is used in this work 

as a complementary technique for XRD to identify secondary phases in the CZTS 

compound.  

When a material is illuminated, the incident light can be scattered, 

absorbed, or pass through the material. Initially, a molecule is most probably in 

the ground electronic state. If the photon energy matches the energy gap 

between the ground state and an excited state of the molecule, the photon can be 

absorbed, transferring its energy to the molecule, and the molecule moves to an 

electronic excited state. If, on the other hand, the energy of the incident photon is 

less than the bandgap of the material, the photon will interact with the molecule 

and scatter from it. In this case, when a monochromatic light with frequency υ0 

(usually a laser) illuminates a sample, the largest part of the scattered light 

experiences no change in its frequency (no change in the photon wavelength λ0 

or energy hv0). This kind of scattering is referred to as elastic or Rayleigh 

scattering. However, a small portion of the scattered photons experiences a 

frequency shift (gain or loss of energy). This type of scattering is called inelastic 

or Raman scattering. Comparing both scattering processes, about one photon 

from every 106–108 scattered photons would be Raman scattered [5]. The 

frequency shift of the scattered photons results from exciting the vibrational state 

of the material molecules by the incident photons so that energy transfer occurs 

between the molecules and photons. Depending on the direction of energy 

transfer (from the molecule to the photons or from the photons to the molecule), 

we differentiate between two types of Raman scattering—namely, Stokes and 

anti-Stokes scattering. Fig. 3.10 illustrates the energy-level diagram of the three 

types of scattering. 
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Fig. 3.10. Illustration of the energy-level diagram for Rayleigh scattering, Stokes 

Raman scattering, and anti-Stokes Raman scattering. 

Absorbing the incident photon, the molecule will be excited from the 

vibrational ground state to a virtual vibrational state for a very short time, and 

then it falls back to the ground state, emitting a photon. 

 If the molecule returns back to the same state it starts from, no energy 

transfer will occur, and consequently, the emitted photon scatters with the 

same frequency as of the incident photon (Rayleigh scattering). 

 If the molecule falls back to a vibrational mode higher than the state it 

starts from, energy transfer occurs from the photon to the vibrational 

mode of the molecule, and consequently, the emitted photon scatters with 

downshifted frequency (Stokes Raman scattering). 

 If the molecule starts from an excited vibrational state and falls back to a 

lower energy state, energy transfer occurs from the molecule to the 

photon, so that its frequency is upshifted (anti-Stokes Raman scattering). 

Because the frequency shift of the Raman scattered light is related to the 

transitions between the vibrational modes in the scattering molecule, the energy 

spectrum of the Raman scattered radiation (Raman spectrum) can be used to 

identify the material. 
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Raman analysis were carried out for CZTS films using Horiba–Jobin Yvon 

equipment (Fig 3.11) with 632 nm wavelength red emission laser. 

 

Fig. 3.11. Horiba–Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR800 equipment. 

3.2.3. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) 

FE-SEM technique analyses the surface characteristics such as morphology 

and chemical composition of the sample thanks to a high-energy beam of 

electrons. The electrons interact with the atoms which make up the sample 

giving rise to informative signals (Fig. 3.12) on the sample's topographical 

information, elemental composition and homogeneity etc. A FE-SEM differs from 

usual SEM technique by the use of field-emission cathode as electron gun 

providing narrow probing beams at low currents as well as high electron energy 

beam under high vacuums (10-1 Torr). With such instrumental parameters, 

analyses are realized by improved spatial resolution and minimized sample 

charging as well as less damage. 
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Fig. 3.12. Types of emission from a specimen surface excited by the primary 

incident. 

In the present work, surface morphology of the CZTS thin films and cross 

sectional images were analysed by a Carl Zeiss AURIGA FESEM workstation as 

shown in Fig. 3.13. 
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Fig. 3.13. Carl Zeiss AURIGA FESEM workstation. 

3.2.4. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis spectroscopy (EDAX) 

Energy dispersive X-Ray analysis spectroscopy is a powerful chemical 

analysis technique. It normally uses in conjunction with FE-SEM. When beam of 

electron bombard with the sample, x-rays will be emitted from the sample whose 

energy is characteristic of the material from which it is emitted. EDAX X-ray 

detector measures the relative abundance of X-rays versus its energy. Detector is 

normally a Li-drifted Si, solid state device. The Detector creates charge pulse 

proportional to the energy of emitted Xrays which is then converts to voltage 

signal by a charge sensitive preamplifier. Later, it is sent to multichannel 

analyser where it is sorted by voltage. EDAX spectrum of Xray energy versus 

counts is quantitatively evaluated to determine the elemental composition of the 

sample. In principle, EDAX can identify all elements from atomic number 4 to 92. 

Fig. 3.14 shows an EDAX spectrum of a CZTS sample, where the abscissa 
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represents the X-ray energy in eV and the ordinate axis represents the number of 

counts. 

 

Fig. 3.14. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectrum of a CZTS sample. 

The chemical composition of the CZTS samples was measured using energy 

dispersive analysis of X-ray spectroscopy (EDAX) (XFlash Detector 5010) in the 

FE-SEM at 15 kV.  

3.2.5. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

TEM is one of the widely used microscopy technique which is based on an 

electron beam transmitted through a sample. To make it simple, the transmitted 

electrons interact with the sample as they pass through it and an image is 

formed. Then the image is magnified and focused in an imaging device usually 

in a digital camera. TEMs are usually capable of imaging at a very high 

resolution than other microscopes. At smaller magnifications TEM image 

contrast is due to absorption of electrons by the material, depending on the 
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thickness and constituents of the sample. At higher magnifications (HRTEM), 

complex wave interactions modulate the image intensity. And using the alternate 

modes of TEM, it allows identifying chemical elements, crystal orientation, and 

electronic structure as well as the imaging [6]. 

The high-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron 

microscopy (HAADF-STEM) is one of the high-resolution microscopy techniques 

that benefits most from the most recent improvement of the aberration corrector 

[7]. Therefore, the HAADFSTEM technique has attracted enormous attention for 

its various applications such as tomography [8], size and thickness measurement 

usually at atomic scale, structure characterization [9] and composition 

measurement. This technique uses a sharply focused beam to scan across the 

sample and the annular dark field (ADF) detector collects only the scattered 

electrons from the sample. Thus the resulting image contrast is always referred 

as Z-contrast [10]. 

TEM images (Fig. 3.15) were taken on a HRTEM (JEOL, JEM-ARM200F) 

equipped with HAADF-STEM detector and Oxford XMax 80 Energy Dispersive 

analysis of X-Ray (EDAX). The sample was prepared in such a way that 

aggregation in the grid was avoided. Then, 10 µl (micro litre) of the sample were 

dispersed in 100 µl of isopropanol, which was sonicated for 30 mins; then a drop 

of sonicated nanoparticles dispersion was placed onto the amorphous carbon-

coated 200 mesh copper grid (Ted Pella, Inc.). Finally, the sample was allowed to 

dry at ambient temperature before it was loaded into the microscope. 
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Fig. 3.15. TEM instrument for morphology analysis, EDS and HAADF-STEM 

techniques. 

3.2.6. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

XPS is used to study the electronic state of the surface of a NPs by 

employing photon-ionization and energy-dispersive analysis of the emitted 

photoelectrons (3.16). And also it allows calculating the concentrations of 
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different elements in the sample quantitatively by comparing the peak area of 

respective elements [11]. 

In this thesis, the XPS analysis was performed using a K-Alpha X-ray 

Photoelectron Spectrometer (XPS) System (Surface Analysis, Thermo Scientific). 

Monochromated, Microfocused Al Kα was used as an X-ray source type. The 

binding energy of C1s carbon was used for calibration. The spectrum was 

obtained via collecting electrons ejected from core level by incident X-ray 

photons.  

 

 

 

Fig. 3.16. Principles of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). 

 

3.2.7. Ultraviolet-visible-near infrared (UV-Vis-NIR) spectroscopy  

UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy analysis is a non- destructive and fast optical 

characterization technique. This technique investigates the material property 

through its interaction with light (200-2200 nm) by measuring the intensity of 

light transmitted, reflected or absorbed by the material using spectrophotometer. 

A UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer consists of couple of light sources, diffraction 

grating based monochromator, sample chamber and one or two detectors. Light 
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from the source first passes through the diffraction grating where it gets 

separated into component wavelength. Now, the monochromatic beam passes 

through the slit to the sample and get reflected by the mirror and reaches the 

detector. Detector converts the light into current signal that is readable by a 

computer [12]. 

UV-Vis-NIR spectrum of a sample gives a plot of wavelength of incident 

light versus intensity of transmitted, reflected or absorbed light. UV-Vis-NIR 

transmittance spectrum is useful to obtain absorption coefficient, extinction 

coefficient, thickness, refractive index and bandgap of material. 

From the transmittance spectrum of a film, absorbance coefficient is calculated 

using the following expression, 

 

Where, t is the thickness of the film and T is the transmittance. 

The type of bandgap of material is determined from the transition 

probability given by 

 

where A is a constant and p is a variable 

If, p=2, the transition between the bands are allowed direct band gap transitions. 

If p =2/3, the transition is prohibited direct band gap. 

If p=1/2, the transition is allowed indirect band gap. 

If p=1/3, the transition is prohibited indirect band gap. 

To find bandgap of a direct bandgap semiconductor material, a graph of 

hυ over (αhυ)2 has to be plotted and then a straight line to this is fitted. The 

constant of this equation is Eg. But in the case of indirect bandgap material a 

graph of hυ over (αhυ)1/2 has to be plotted and do the same to get Eg. 

In the present work, UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra of CZTS film is 

analysed as a function of wavelength 400-2000 nm using JASCO V-670 UV-Vis- 
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NIR spectrophotometer from SEES as shown in Fig. 3.17. Spectral distributions of 

transmittance are determined at room temperature. Substrate absorption was 

corrected by introducing an uncoated clean glass in the reference beam. 

 

 

Fig. 3.17. JASCO V-670 UV-VIS-NIR Spectrophotometer. 

3.2.8. Van der Pauw Method and Hall studies  

Van der Pauw method is employed to measure the resistivity of samples. 

It is one of the most widely used technique to determine average resistivity of 

thin films. It can be used to measure samples of arbitrary shape if thickness of 

sample is uniform, point contacts are placed on the edges of the sample and 

sample is homogenous [13]. A schematic of sample with contacts 1, 2, 3 and 4 in 

Van der Pauw configuration is shown in Fig. 3.18. Van der Pauw showed a 

relation to find sheet resistance of the sample using two characteristic resistances 

RA and RB. 

 

Where, Rs denotes the sheet resistance. 

To determine RA, a current I is forced through the sample between two 

neighbouring contacts, 1 and 2 as in Fig. 3.18 and the voltage is measured 
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between the other two contacts 3 and 4. Then the measurement is repeated for 

other pairs of contacts to find RB. 

 

 

Resistivity (ρ) is obtained from the sheet resistance and thickness (t) of the 

sample using the relation, 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.18. Schematic diagram of a Van der Pauw configuration used in the 

determination of the two characteristic resistances RA and RB [14]. 

 

Hall effect is used to find out the carrier concentration, carrier mobility 

and type of conductivity of a semiconductor material. According to Hall effect, if 

the current density jx passes through two non-neighbouring contacts 1 and 3 in 

presence of magnetic induction Bz, and an electric field Ey, the Hall coefficient RH 

is defined by the equation 
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The sign of RH depends on the type of conductivity of material. If RH is 

negative, it indicates that Ey is along -y direction and electric current carriers are 

electrons. If RH is positive, it indicates that Ey is along +y direction and electric 

current carriers are holes.  

 
According to Drude model, RH can be expressed as 

 

Where, e is the electric charge and n is the concentration of charge carriers. 

Mobility of charge carriers can determine if n and resistivity values are known 

[14]. 

 

Hall measurement system Lakeshore 8407 from SEES with an applied 

magnetic field of 15 KG at room temperature has been used to analyze 

conductivity type, carrier concentration, mobility of carrier and resistivity of 

selenized films (Fig. 3.19). To measure Hall effect, 100 nm thick circular gold (Au) 

contacts are deposited on the CZTS film by thermal evaporation method. 
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Fig. 3.19. Lakeshore 8407 Hall measurement system. 

 

3.2.9. Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics 

The current-voltage curve (I-V) of CZTS and CZTSSe films were collected 

with standard I-V measurement equipment of Keithley 4200-SCS with a bias 

voltage between -10 to +10 V. The I-V curves were done in dark and under an 

illumination of light with the intensity of 300 W. Gold (Au) contacts with the 

thickness of 100 nm were deposited by evaporation technique. A voltage is 
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applied across the two Au contacts. The resulting current flowing across the film 

between two contacts were measured.  

 

 

Fig. 3.20. Keithley 4200-SCS semiconductor characterization system. 
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Chapter 4 

Heating-up synthesis of CZTS nanoparticles 

 

In this chapter, we synthesize kesterite CZTS nanoparticles (Nps) by 

heating-up approach at relatively low reaction temperature (220°C) using single 

solvent and vacuum free atmosphere. Herein, we discuss about the 

stoichiometric (Cu2.05Zn1.06Sn0.91S3.96) and off-stoichiometric (Cu1.82Zn1.17Sn1.01S3.98 

(Cu-poor Zn-rich)) composition of CZTS Nps. Moreover, the influence of 

reaction temperature and time on the structural, morphological, compositional 

and optical properties are investigated. Besides, based on the detailed time 

dependent evolution, plausible growth mechanism is proposed for the CZTS 

Nps. 

4.1. Results and discussions for stoichiometric nanoparticles 

4.1.1 Influence of reaction temperature 

4.1.1.1 Structural properties 

XRD patterns of CZTS Nps synthesized at different reaction temperature 

are shown in Fig. 4.1(a). From the XRD pattern, (112), (020), (220) and (312) 

planes were observed for all the samples which correspond to kesterite crystal 

structure of CZTS (JCPDS 01-075-4122). Also, a sample synthesized at 180°C 

showed (102) plane of Cu2S phase at 2Ө value of 27.32⁰ which is due to 

incomplete reaction at this temperature. As the reaction temperature increases, 

Cu2S phase disappeared. As can be seen in Fig. 4.2, Full-width half maximum 

(FWHM) decreased from 0.64 to 0.3° with increases in the reaction temperature. 

This behavior indicates the increment in the crystallite and grain size.  

The crystallite size was calculated using the Scherrer formula as follows, 

                                                                        (1) 
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The calculated crystallite size was found to increase from 12.74 to 27.50 

nm with increases in the reaction temperature. These results consistent with FE-

SEM images which shows an increment in the grain size as a function of reaction 

temperature.  

Raman measurements were carried out to further confirm the phase 

purity of CZTS Nps since the XRD measurements are unable to distinguish the 

kesterite CZTS from tetragonal CTS and cubic ZnS due to their similar diffraction 

peaks. Raman spectra of CZTS Nps synthesized at different reaction temperature 

are shown in Fig. 4.1(b). The spectra showed a prominent peak at around 334 cm-

1 and also two shoulder peaks at 285 and 373 cm-1, correspond to kesterite crystal 

structure of CZTS [1]. The peak at 334 cm-1 represents the A1 symmetry of CZTS 

and this mode is originated from the pure anionic mode in which S atoms are in 

motion while Cu, Zn and Sn atoms being at rest. The peak at 285 cm-1 is related 

to the vibration of Zn and S atoms with some contributions from Cu atoms in the 

CZTS lattice. The peak at 373 cm-1 is attributed to the vibration of Sn and S atoms 

in the CZTS lattice [2–4]. In addition to that, the samples synthesized at 180 and 

200°C showed peaks at 477 and 296 cm-1 which ascribed to Cu2S and (Cu2SnS3) 

CTS phases, respectively [5–7]. When the reaction temperature increased to 

220°C, secondary phases vanished completely and pure phase of CZTS was 

obtained. Further increasing the reaction temperature to 240°C, a significant 

difference was not observed. Thus, the structural analysis revealed that the 

secondary and ternary phases were observed at low reaction temperatures and 

the pure phase CZTS obtained after 200°C. 
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Fig.4.1. (a) XRD pattern and (b) Raman spectra of CZTS Nps synthesized at 

different reaction temperature. 
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Fig.4.2. Changes in FWHM and crystallite size as a function of reaction 

temperature. 

4.1.1.2 Morphological and compositional properties 

FE-SEM images of CZTS Nps synthesized at different reaction 

temperature are shown in Fig. 4.3. An inhomogeneous size of the particles were 

observed at low reaction temperatures from 180 to 200°C. As compared to other 

temperatures, particles were seen distinctively at 220°C. It is worth to mention 

that generally kesterite CZTS Nps have a polydisperse size distribution [8,9]. 

This could be due to the fast reaction rate when the S is used as the precursor in 

which growth and nucleation occur at the same time. Moreover, with increases in 

the reaction temperature, size of the particles increased from 15 to 45 nm because 

ions have a greater reactivity at high reaction temperatures which assists the 

growth of particles.  

EDAX analysis was used to investigate the elemental compositions of 

CZTS Nps synthesized at different reaction temperature. Fig. 4.4 shows the 

elemental compositions and compositional ratios of Cu/(Zn+Sn) and Zn/Sn. The 

elemental composition was varied as a function of reaction temperature as 

shown in Fig. 4.4(a). As the reaction temperature increases, the amount of S 
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increases while the amount of Cu decreases. When the temperature was less than 

220°C, Cu- and Sn- rich composition was observed. As can be seen in Fig. 4.4(b), 

Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio decreases while Zn/Sn ratio increases with respect of reaction 

temperature. Because of these compositional changes, Cu2S and CTS phases were 

observed from the structural analysis at low reaction temperatures (180 to 

200°C). When the reaction temperature increased to 220°C, stoichiometric 

composition of CZTS was obtained which is close to the targeted value of 2:1:1:4. 

Thus, the structural, morphological and compositional analysis revealed that 

220°C is the optimum temperature to get pure phase CZTS with the targeted 

composition. 

 

Fig.4.3. FE-SEM images of CZTS Nps synthesized at different reaction 

temperature. 
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Fig.4.4. (a) The elemental composition and (b) the corresponding ratio of Cu/(Zn 

+ Sn) and Zn/Sn of the CZTS Nps with different reaction temperature. 

4.1.2. Influence of reaction time 

4.1.2.1 Structural properties 

                In order to study the growth kinetics of CZTS Nps, aliquots were 

withdrawn at regular interval from the reaction mixture while the temperature 

was at 220°C which is the optimum temperature as we discussed in the previous 
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section. XRD patterns of the samples obtained at different reaction time are 

shown in Fig. 4.5(a). The peak observed at 2θ values of 28.45, 32.50, 47.20 and 

56.50°, correspond to (112), (020), (220) and (312) diffraction planes respectively, 

of the kesterite crystal structure of CZTS (JCPDS 01-075-4122) for all the samples. 

Besides, Cu2S peak observed when the reaction time was less than 30 mins. 

Further, increasing the reaction time above 30 mins, the Cu2S peak was not 

observed by XRD. With increasing the reaction time, FWHM decreased from 0.81 

to 0.31° as shown in Fig. 4.6, indicating the improvement in the crystallite and 

grain size. The crystallite size was calculated using the Scherrer formula as 

described in the previous section. The calculated crystallite size tend to increase 

from 10.09 to 25.46 nm with increases in the reaction time.  

                  Raman analysis was further used to confirm the phase purity of the 

CZTS NPs. Raman spectra measurements of CZTS Nps for different reaction 

time are shown in Fig. 4.5(b). The spectra showed a prominent peak at around 

335 cm-1 and two shoulder peaks at 285 and 374 cm-1 for all the samples which 

correspond to kesterite crystal structure of CZTS [1]. Besides, a secondary phase 

of Cu2S peak was observed at 475 cm-1 [5] for the sample synthesized at different 

reaction time from 5 to 30 mins. Further increases in the reaction time, the 

intensity of the Cu2S peak decreased which is due to the phase conversion from 

Cu2S to CTS. Thus, CTS phase was observed at 296 cm-1 for 30 mins, 1 and 2 h. As 

the reaction proceeds for 4 and 8 h, pure phase kesterite CZTS was obtained. 

Hence, the structural analysis revealed that compositional phase evolved from 

Cu2S, then to CTS intermediate compound, finally to pure kesterite CZTS Nps. 
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Fig.4.5. (a) XRD pattern and (b) Raman spectra of CZTS Nps synthesized at 

220°C for different reaction time. 
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Fig.4.6. Variation in FWHM and crystallite size as a function of reaction time. 

4.1.2.2 Morphological and compositional properties 

In order to ascertain the growth of CZTS Nps, the time-dependent 

evolution of morphology was obtained by TEM. As can be seen in Fig. 4.7, Nps 

were formed even at 5 mins, indicating a fast reaction rate. The polydispersity of 

the Nps was observed at lesser reaction times from 5 mins to 2 h and size of the 

particles were in the range between 10 and 25 nm. When the reaction time 

increases up to 4h, the homogeneous size of the particles was obtained as 

compared to other reaction times and the particles size is about 30 nm. Further, 

increases the reaction time up to 8 h, particle size increased to 40 nm. Thus, the 

morphological analysis revealed that particles sizes are getting bigger with 

increasing reaction time. This behavior could be due to Ostwald ripening, in 

which the large particles grow at the expense of the dissolution of smaller 

particles.  

Fig. 4.8, illustrated the elemental compositions and compositional ratios of 

Cu/(Zn+Sn) and Zn/Sn. As can be seen in Fig. 4.8(a), the elemental composition 

was varied with increasing reaction time. The amount of S increases while the 
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amount of Cu decreases as the reaction proceeds. When the reaction time was 

less than 30 mins, Cu- and Zn-rich composition was observed. With increases in 

reaction time, the amount of Sn increases. The Cu/(Zn+Sn) and Zn/Sn ratio were 

decreased as the reaction proceeds. Thus the compositional changes led to the 

formation of secondary and ternary phases of Cu2S and CTS as can be detected 

by the structural analysis. When the reaction time increased to 4h, stoichiometric 

composition of pure phase CZTS was obtained which is very close to the targeted 

value of 2:1:1:4.  
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Fig.4.7. TEM images of CZTS Nps synthesized at 220°C for different reaction time: (a) 5 

mins, (b) 10 mins, (c) 20 mins, (d) 30 mins, (e) 1 h, (f) 2 h, (g) 4 h and (h) 8 h. 
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Fig.4.8. (a) The elemental composition and (b) the corresponding ratio of Cu/(Zn 

+ Sn) and Zn/Sn of the CZTS Nps synthesized at 220°C for different reaction 

time. 

FE-SEM-EDAX elemental mappings for CZTS Nps synthesized at 4 h are 

shown in Fig. 4.9(a). The Cu, Zn, Sn and S elements were homogeneously 

distributed in the selected area of the Nps which suggested that the nanoparticles 

have a uniform composition without any segregation of elements. 
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Fig. 4.9. (a) FE-SEM-EDAX image of the selected area, (b-e) elemental mapping of 

Cu, Zn, Sn and S respectively. 
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4.1.2.3 Optical properties 

The UV-VIS-NIR absorption spectra of the CZTS Nps obtained at 4 h is 

shown in Fig. 4.10(f). The obtained CZTS Nps exhibited a strong optical 

absorption in the visible region. The optical band gap Eg was estimated from the 

following formula                                                                   

                                          (4.1) 

Where, α=absorption coefficient, hυ=photon energy. The optical band gap 

was obtained by plotting (αhυ) 2 as a function of hυ as shown in Fig. 4.10(g). The 

calculated band gap was found to be 1.50 eV which is well consistent with the 

literature values [10,11].  

 

Fig.4.10. (a) UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectrum, (b) corresponding band gap of 

CZTS Nps synthesized at 4 h. 

4.1.2.4 Growth and formation mechanism  

On the basis of the above-mentioned detailed time-dependent structural 

and compositional evolutions, a possible growth mechanism was proposed. The 

evolution pathway of pure phase CZTS Nps can be divided into three steps.  

(i) The rapid formation of Cu2S nuclei was observed.  

(ii) Then, the diffusion of Sn4+ ions into Cu2S to form the intermediate 

compounds of CTS. 
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(iii) Finally, the pure phase of CZTS Nps was obtained followed by the 

diffusion of Zn2+ cations into CTS.  

During the typical growth process, the precursors were mixed with OLA 

at room temperature and then heated to 220°C. With magnetic stirring, metal 

ions (Lewis acid) coordinated with S (Lewis base) to form a metal-S complexes, 

which would decompose into corresponding sulfides at a certain temperature. 

The Cu-rich composition was observed from the Fig. 4.8(a), which leads to the 

formation of Cu2S phase at less reaction times from 5 to 30 mins. Generally, in 

Cu-based chalcogenides, the Cu2S nuclei was observed in the initial stage by 

other researchers [12]. The Cu ions in Cu2S have relatively high mobility, which 

can facilitate an exchange with other metal ions as the reaction time progress. 

When the reaction time increased to 1 and 2 h, Sn4+ was gradually incorporated 

into the Cu2S crystal lattice to form the intermediate compound of Cu–Sn–S, 

which was confirmed from Cu/(Zn + Sn) ratio evolutions (Fig. 4.8(b)). At the 

same time, the CTS phase detected from structural analysis. Subsequently the 

diffusion of Zn2+ into Cu–Sn–S particles to form the CZTS Nps. When the time 

increased to 4 h, the stoichiometric composition was obtained. Morphology 

analysis showed more uniform sized particles at 4 h than lesser reaction times. 

Further increasing reaction time up to 8 h, a significant difference was not 

observed. Thus, the results suggested that 4 h is the optimum to get kesterite 

CZTS Nps with pure phase, controlled composition and homogeneous particle 

size. 
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Fig.4.11. Growth and formation mechanism of CZTS Nps synthesized via 

heating-up approach. 
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4.2. Results and discussions for off-stoichiometric nanoparticles 

4.2.1 Structural properties 

XRD pattern of CZTS Nps synthesized at 220°C for 4 h is shown in                   

Fig. 4.12(a). From the XRD spectrum, (112), (020), (220), (312) and (224) planes 

were observed, correspond to kesterite crystal structure of CZTS (JCPDS 01-075-

4122). Raman analysis was performed to further confirm the phase purity of 

CZTS Nps. As can be seen in Fig. 4.12(b), Raman spectrum shows a prominent 

peak at around 332 cm-1 and two shoulder peaks at 284 and 370 cm-1, related to 

the kesterite crystal structure of CZTS. The peak at 332 cm-1 ascribed to A1 optical 

phonon vibrational mode of CZTS and this mode was originated from the 

vibration of S atoms in the CZTS lattice. The peak at 284 cm-1, attributed to the 

vibration of Zn and S atoms with some contributions from Cu atoms. The peak at 

370 cm-1 correspond to the vibration of Sn and S atoms in the CZTS lattice [26-

28]. From the Raman spectrum, secondary and ternary phases such as Cu2S (475 

cm−1), SnS2 (315 cm−1), ZnS (278 and 351 cm−1), Cu2SnS3 (297 and 337 cm−1), and 

Cu3SnS4 (318 cm−1) were not observed suggesting the high purity of the 

synthesized CZTS material. Thus, the structural analysis revealed the formation 

of pure phase CZTS Nps. 

 

Fig.4.12. (a) XRD pattern and (b) Raman spectra of CZTS Nps synthesized at 

220°C for 4 h. 
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4.2.2 Morphological and compositional properties 

FE-SEM image of kesterite CZTS Nps synthesized at 220°C for 4 h is 

shown in      Fig. 4.13(a). From the FE-SEM image, nearly spherical size of the 

particles were observed with size ranging from 25 to 30 nm. EDAX analysis was 

used to study the elemental composition of CZTS Nps. Fig. 4.13(b) showed the 

composition of Cu, Zn, Sn and S which is close to the targeted values. Moreover, 

the calculated Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio is 0.83 and the Zn/Sn ratio is 1.16 which reveals 

the Cu-poor, Zn-rich composition. Here, it is worth to mention that the high 

efficiency solar cell is reported with Cu-poor, Zn-rich composition [13]. FE-SEM-

EDAX elemental mapping was performed to identify the elemental distributions 

of CZTS Nps as shown in Fig. 4.13(c). From the Fig. 4.13(d-g), we could observe 

that the Cu, Zn, Sn and S elements were homogeneously distributed among the 

Nps which revealed that the nanoparticles have a uniform composition without 

existence of compositional gradients in the selected area. 

 

Fig.4.13. (a) FE-SEM image, (b) EDAX composition, (c) FE-SEM-EDAX image of 

the selected area, (d-g) elemental mapping of Cu, Zn, Sn and S respectively. 
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4.2.3 HR-TEM analysis 

HR-TEM analysis was performed for CZTS Nps prepared under off-

stoichiometric condition. From the Fig. 4.14(a), it is clearly seen that the 

formation of particles were spherical in shape and size of the particle is about 25 

nm. These particles possess well crystalline domains as can be seen in Fig. 

4.14(b), through the resolved crystal-lattice fringes for the consider samples. The 

lattice fringes give d-spacing of 0.31 nm which is closely related to (112) 

crystallographic plane. 

 

Fig.4.14. (a) HR-TEM image of CZTS Nps and (b) lattice inter-planar distances 

for the plane (112). 

High angle annular dark-field (HAADF) experiments along with EDAX 

line mapping were carried out in scanning transmission electron microscope 

(STEM) for the CZTS Nps. The STEM image with corresponding EDAX mapping 

can be seen in Fig.4.15, where it can be seen clearly that Cu, Zn, Sn and S 

homogenously observed along particle with line profile mapping. STEM-EDAX 

reveled the elemental composition of CZTS Nps as shown in table 4.1, which is 

close to the targeted value. 
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Table 4.1. EDAX composition of CZTS Nps 

CZTS 

EDAX 

Cu Zn Sn S 

22.22 14.24 12.63 50.91 

 

 

Fig.4.15. (a) EDAX line scan of the particle and (b) Line profile elemental 

mapping in STEM mode. 

4.2.4 Optical analysis 

The UV-VIS-NIR absorption spectroscopy was used to examine the optical 

properties of CZTS Nps. As can be seen in Fig. 4.16(a), the synthesized CZTS Nps 

revealed a broad absorption in the visible region, suggesting their potential 

application in the field of solar cells. The optical band gap (Eg) was calculated by 

extrapolating the linear part of the function (αhυ)2 versus energy (hυ) where,            

α = absorbance coefficient, hυ=photon energy as shown in Fig. 4.16(b). The 

obtained optical band gap is about 1.49 eV which is in good agreement with the 

literature value [14]. Hence, the results suggested that pure phase CZTS Nps by 

the absence of secondary and ternary phases of ZnS (3.7 eV) and Cu2SnS3 (0.93 

eV) [15,16]. 
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Fig.4.16. (a) UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectrum, (b) corresponding band gap of 

CZTS Nps synthesized at 4 h. 

4.2.5 XPS analysis 

XPS was employed to investigate the valence states of all four elements in 

the synthesized CZTS Nps at an optimized reaction time of 4 h. The XPS analysis 

shows the presence of Cu 2p, Zn 2p, Sn 3d and S 2p elements in the CZTS Nps. 

As can be seen in Fig. 4.16, Cu 2p spectrum shows two peaks at 951.52 and 931.65 

eV with a splitting of 19.87 eV, which is in good agreement with the standard 

separation (19.9 eV) of Cu(I). The Zn 2p peaks located at 1045.16 and 1022.06 eV 

with a split orbit of 23.10 eV, which ascribed to Zn(II). The Sn 3d peaks appeared 

at 495.13 and 486.65 eV with a split orbit of 8.48 eV, indicates Sn (IV). The S 2p 

peaks showed binding energies at 162.38 and 161.26 eV with a split orbit of 1.12 

eV, which is consistent with the binding energy of S in the sulfide state in CZTS. 

These results were in good agreement with the reported values of the binding 

state of the elements of CZTS [17][18][19]. 
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Fig.4.17 (a-d) XPS spectra of CZTS Nps for 4 h: Cu 2P, Zn 2P, Sn 3d, and S 2p 

respectively. 

 

4.3. Summary 

 Stoichiometric (Cu2.05Zn1.06Sn0.91S3.96) and off-stoichiometric 

(Cu1.82Zn1.17Sn1.01S3.98) composition of CZTS Nps were synthesized by heating-

up approach. For the stoichiometric conditions, reaction temperatures such as 

temperature and time were varied to study their influences on the structural, 

morphological and compositional properties. On the basis of the detailed 
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time-dependent phase evolution, a plausible growth and formation 

mechanism was proposed.  

 CZTS Nps were synthesized by varying the reaction temperatures such as 

180, 200, 220 and 240⁰C with constant reaction time of 4h. Structural analysis 

revealed that the secondary and ternary phases at low reaction temperatures. 

When the reaction temperature increased to 220°C, secondary and ternary 

phases vanished completely and pure phase of CZTS was obtained. 

Morphological analysis showed homogeneous size of the particles at 220°C as 

compared to other temperatures. From the compositional analysis, Cu- and 

Sn- rich composition was observed. Because of these compositional changes, 

Cu2S and CTS phases were observed from the structural analysis at low 

reaction temperatures (180 to 200°C). When the reaction temperature 

increased to 220°C, stoichiometric composition of CZTS was obtained which 

is close to the targeted value of Cu2.05Zn1.06Sn0.91S3.96. Thus, the structural, 

morphological and compositional analysis revealed that 220°C is the 

optimum temperature to get pure phase CZTS with the targeted composition. 

 In order to study the growth kinetics of CZTS Nps, aliquots were withdrawn 

from the reaction mixture at 220°C for different time such as 5 mins, 10 mins, 

20 mins, 30 mins, 1 h, 2 h, 4 h and 8 h). From the structural analysis, 

secondary phase of Cu2S peak was observed from 5 to 30 mins. Further 

increases in the reaction time, the intensity of the Cu2S peak decreased which 

is due to the phase conversion from Cu2S to CTS. As the reaction proceeds to 

4 h, pure phase kesterite CZTS was obtained. The morphological analysis 

revealed that particles sizes are getting bigger with increasing reaction time 

which could be due to Ostwald ripening. When the reaction time was less 

than 30 mins, Cu- and Zn-rich composition was observed. With increases in 

the reaction time, the amount of Sn increases. Also, Cu and Zn composition 

reached the theoretical value. Further, increasing the reaction time to 4 h, 

stoichiometric composition of CZTS was obtained which is very close to the 
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targeted value. The time-dependent experiments revealed that the 

compositional phase evolved from Cu2S through the Cu2SnS3 intermediate 

compound to kesterite CZTS NCs. Hence, the results suggested that 4 h is the 

optimum time to get pure phase CZTS Nps. 

 We also synthesized off-stoichiometric (Cu-poor Zn-rich) CZTS Nps at 220°C 

for 4 h. Because, Cu-poor Zn-rich composition enhances the efficiency of the 

solar cell as compared to stoichiometric composition. Structural analysis 

revealed a pure phase CZTS Nps. FE-SEM analysis showed a spherical shape 

of the particles. From the EDAX analysis, off-stoichiometric composition was 

obtained which is close to the targeted value of Cu1.82Zn1.17Sn1.01S3.98. The 

observed binding energies from the XPS analysis is consistent with the 

literature. Optical analysis exhibited the band gap of 1.49 eV, which is an 

optimum value for solar cell applications. 
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Chapter 5 

Deposition and selenization of CZTS thin films 

using heating-up synthesis of CZTS nanoparticles 

 Herein, we deposit CZTS thin films using off-stoichiometric 

(Cu1.82Zn1.17Sn1.01S3.98 (Cu-poor Zn-rich)) CZTS Nps, synthesized by heating-up 

process as we discussed in chapter 4. For this purpose, CZTS ink has been 

formulated using hexanethiol as a solvent. Influence of powder concentration is 

studied on the morphological properties of the CZTS films. As well, the effect of 

annealing temperature on the properties of CZTS films are described. 

Furthermore, the optimum powder concentration (0.05 g) and annealing 

temperature (350°C) of CZTS films are used for selenization process. Besides, the 

influence of selenization temperature on the CZTS films is investigated by 

examining their structural, morphological, compositional, optical and electrical 

properties. 

5.1. Formulation of Cu1.82Zn1.17Sn1.01S3.98 particle-based ink 

We formulated the ink using CZTS Nps to deposit thin films by doctor-

blade method. As-synthesized CZTS Nps were dispersed in hexanethiol by ultra-

sonication. Besides, CZTS powder concentration was varied such as 0.2, 0.1 and 

0.05 g in 1 mL hexanethiol to achieve the crack-free films. Then, the ink was 

coated as a thin film onto soda-lime glass substrates using the doctor-blade 

method. Experimental conditions were same as described in section 3.1.2. 
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5.2. Results and discussions 

5.2.1. As-deposited thin films 

5.2.1.1. Structural properties 

CZTS films were deposited onto soda-lime glass substrates using the 

doctor-blade method with the powder concentration of 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 g in 1 mL 

hexanethiol. The properties of as-deposited films were described. 

Structural properties of as-deposited CZTS films for different powder 

concentrations are shown in Fig. 5.1. XRD pattern shows the (112), (220) and 

(312) planes of kesterite CZTS for all the samples as observed in the powder. It 

indicates that crystalline properties of CZTS powder were successfully 

transferred to the film. As can be seen in Fig. 5.1(a), intensity of the diffraction 

peaks were reduced with decreasing powder concentration. 

 

Fig.5.1. (a) XRD pattern and (b) Raman spectra of as-deposited CZTS films for 

different powder concentration. 
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This behavior could be due to the reduction in the thickness of the film. 

Raman analysis of CZTS film for different powder concentration was shown in 

5.1(b), Raman spectra showed a prominent peak at around 334 cm-1 which 

correspond to A1 optical phonon vibrational mode of kesterite CZTS. We could 

also observe two shoulder peaks at around 285 and 370 cm-1 which ascribed to 

kesterite CZTS as well [1–4]. 

5.2.1.2. Morphological and compositional properties 

Fig. 5.2, shows the planar and cross-sectional morphology of as-deposited 

CZTS films for different powder concentration. Both planar and cross-sectional 

FE-SEM images showed the crack free and smooth surface for all the samples. 

From the cross-sectional images, thickness of the as-deposited film are 2.8, 1.7 

and 1.3 μm for 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 g of powder concentration respectively. Thus, 

revealed that the thickness of the films reduced as the powder concentration 

reduces. EDAX compositional analysis of as-deposited CZTS films is shown in 

table 5.1. The observed elemental composition from the EDAX analysis is close to 

the powder concentration as can be seen in chapter 4 for all the cases. Besides, 

the slight increment in the S content was observed which is because of the 

solvent (hexanethiol) used during the film preparation. It indicates that we could 

able to control the composition of the material which is one of the advantages of 

using particles based non-vacuum deposition of CZTS films. Thus, particulate 

deposition method could provide uniformity in composition over a large area, 

which is one of the limitations of vacuum techniques [5].  
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Fig.5.2. Planar and cross-sectional FE-SEM images of as-deposited CZTS films for 

different powder concentration.  

Table.5.1. EDAX composition of as-deposited CZTS films for different powder 

concentration. 
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5.2.2. Air annealing of CZTS thin films 

5.2.2.1. Structural properties 

The as-deposited CZTS films were annealed in an ambient atmosphere for 

1 min to evaporate the carbon and the organic solvent one that used for film 

preparation. Annealing temperatures were varied such as 350°C and 400°C to 

study the effect of annealing temperature on the film properties. 

XRD measurements were performed for the film annealed at 350°C of 

different powder concentration. It exhibited the crystalline structure similar to 

as-deposited CZTS films, whose diffraction peak appeared at (112), (220), (312) 

planes of kesterite CZTS. As can be seen in Fig. 5.3(a), the intensity of the films 

were decreased as the powder concentration decreases which could be due to the 

reduction in the thickness of the film. 

 

Fig.5.3. (a) XRD pattern and (b) Raman spectra of CZTS films annealed at 350°C 

for different powder concentration 
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 Fig. 5.3(b), showed the Raman analysis for the film annealed at 350°C. 

Raman spectra showed the peak at around 334 cm-1 285 and 370 cm-1 which has 

the similar peak position as observed in the as-deposited films.   

5.2.2.2. Morphological and compositional properties 

               Planar and cross-sectional FE-SEM images of CZTS film annealed at 

350°C are shown in Fig. 5.4. As can be seen in Fig, cracks were observed for the 

film prepared at the powder concentration of 0.2 and 0.1 g. These cracks should 

be avoided as it creates shunt path in the absorber thereby deteriorate solar cell 

performance. Formation of crack could be due to the differences in the thermal 

expansion (or shrinkage) between the glass substrate and the CZTS. The factors 

that affect the crack formation are film thickness, binder removal, temperature, 

solvent evaporation rate, and time. When the film allowed to anneal at certain 

temperatures, ligand molecules desorb and/or thermally decomposes into 

volatile species as can be seen in the sulfur and carbon content in table 5.2. The 

evaporation of solvent resulting volume shrinkage in the film. This volume 

reduction leads to stresses that induce cracks during annealing [6–8]. Besides, we 

could observe that the cracks were reduced as the film thickness reduces. This 

could be due to decrement in the volume shrinkage that reduces the stress as 

well. Finally, crack free film with the uniform thickness of 1.2 µm was obtained 

for 0.05 g of powder concentration. EDAX composition analysis of CZTS films for 

annealed at 350°C is shown in table 5.2. The film showed the similar composition 

as we observed in the powder. Sulfur and carbon contents were reduced as 

compared to the as-deposited films (table 5.1). The carbon content must be 

removed as it is detrimental to the solar cell performance.  
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Fig.5.4. Planar and cross-sectional FE-SEM images of CZTS films annealed at 

350°C for different powder concentration.  

Table.5.2. EDAX composition of CZTS films annealed at 350°C for different 

powder concentration. 
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              We further annealed the film at 400°C to study their influences on the 

morphological properties. As can be seen in Fig. 5.5, cracks were increased for 

the film annealed at 400°C as compared to 350°C. This could be due to an 

increment in the thermal stress with increasing the annealing temperature. From 

the EDAX analysis, the similar composition was observed as shown in table 5.3. 

Also, the sulfur and carbon contents were further decreased. 

 

Fig.5.5. Planar and cross-sectional FE-SEM images of CZTS films annealed at 

400°C for different powder concentration. 
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Table.5.3. EDAX composition of CZTS films annealed at 400°C for different 

powder concentration. 

 

5.2.3. Selenization of CZTS thin films 

5.2.3.1. Structural properties 

 

Fig.5.6. (a) XRD pattern and (b) enlarged view of (112) plane of annealed and 

selenized films for different temperature. 

                Films annealed at 350°C with powder concentration of 0.05 g were 

annealed under selenium atmosphere (selenization). The experimental 

conditions are same as discussed in section 3.1.4.2. Fig. 5.6(a) showed the XRD 

patterns of annealed and selenized CZTS films. Annealed film showed the 
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diffraction peaks at 2θ values of 28.45, 47.60 and 56.10°, correspond to (112), (220) 

and (312) planes of kesterite CZTS which is similar to the powder. After 

selenization, the peaks were shifted to lower 2θ values for all the cases. The same 

behavior was observed by other researchers [9,10]. In order to see the peak shift 

clearly, enlargement of the (112) plane is shown in Fig. 5.6(b), indicating peak 

shifts from 28.45 to 27.22⁰. The peak shift is due to the replacement of the 

majority of smaller sized sulfur atoms (0.184 nm) by larger sized selenium (0.198 

nm) atoms during the selenization process, resulting in larger lattice parameters 

for CZTSSe than for CZTS as shown in Fig. 5.7(c). The calculated lattice 

parameters are in good accordance with the literature [11]. The lattice parameters 

a and c were calculated from the XRD data using the following formula:  

         

 

where h, k and l are miller indices, a and c are lattice constants and d is the inter-

planar distance. 

The inter-planar distance was calculated using Bragg’s diffraction equation: 

 

where n is a positive integer, λ is wavelength (1.5405 Å) and Ө is Bragg’s angle. 
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Fig.5.7. (a) FWHM from XRD, (b) FWHM from Raman and (c) lattice parameters 

for annealed and selenized temperatures. 

                In order to further confirm the phase purity, Raman measurements 

were carried out for CZTSSe films. As can be seen in Fig. 5.8, Raman peaks were 

observed at 334, 285 and 370 cm-1 for annealed films, agreeing well with the 

powder samples as can be seen in chapter 4 (Fig. 4.11(b)). The selenized film 

showed the A1 mode shift of CZTSe at 171, 192 and 238 cm-1 for all the samples 

[12–14]. From the Raman spectra, secondary phases like Cu2S, ZnS, ZnSe, CTS 

etc., were not observed. Thus, the results confirmed that the formation of pure 

CZTSSe phase. As can be seen in Fig. 5.7(a) and (b), FWHM from XRD and 

Raman spectra, were decreased for the CZTSSe films which indicates the 

improvement in the crystallinity. 
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Fig.5.8. Raman spectra of annealed and selenized films for different temperature. 

5.2.3.2. Morphological and compositional properties 

             FE-SEM images of CZTS films selenized at different temperatures are 

shown in Fig. 5.9.  Film selenized at 500°C showed a few voids on the surface, 

which could be due to insufficient Se incorporation as can be observed from the 

EDAX analysis (Fig. 5.10(a)). When the selenization temperature increased to 

525°C, voids were reduced. Further increasing the selenization temperature to 

550°C, voids free and compact morphology of CZTSSe was observed, which is 

due to more Se incorporation into the films. Besides, film selenized at 550°C 

showed crack-free, smooth surface and slight increment in the grain size as 

compared to annealed film (Fig. 5.4). 
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Fig.5.9. Planar and cross-sectional FE-SEM images of CZTSSe films for different 

selenization temperature. 
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Fig.5.10. (a) The elemental composition and (b) the corresponding ratio of 

Cu/(Zn + Sn) and Zn/Sn of the CZTSSe films for different selenization 

temperature. 

Thus, the morphology of the CZTSSe films evolves from voids to compact. 

It is interesting to note that the thickness of CZTSSe films increased to 1.9 µm as 

compared to annealed film (1.2 µm). This could be due to volume expansion in 

the unit cell when the selenium incorporated into the lattice as mentioned in the 

XRD analysis. Moreover, the obtained CZTSSe film thickness (1.9 µm) is suitable 

for solar cell applications.  

 

Fig.5.11. (a) The Se/(S+Se) ratio and (b) carbon content of the CZTSSe films for 

different selenization temperature. 
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EDAX compositional analysis was performed for the samples selenized at 

different temperature. Fig. 5.10, showed the elemental compositions and 

compositional ratios of Cu/(Zn+Sn) and Zn/Sn. The elemental composition 

varied with increasing the selenization temperature as shown in Fig. 5.10(a). The 

Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio decreases while the Zn/Sn ratio increases as a function of 

selenization temperature (Fig. 5.10(b)). With increases in the selenization 

temperature, Se/(S+Se) ratio increases as the amount of S decreases, can be 

observed from the Fig. 5.11(a). Furthermore, the carbon content reduced from             

41 at% (annealed) to 30 at% after selenization as shown in Fig. 5.11(b). The 

selenized films shows Cu-poor, Zn-rich composition, which is one of the prime 

conditions for highly efficient thin-film solar cells [15].  

5.2.3.3. Optical properties 

UV-Vis-NIR absorbance spectra measurements were performed for the 

film annealed and selenized at different temperature. The absorbance spectra 

and corresponding band gap for all the samples are shown in Fig. 5.12. The 

optical band gap was calculated using Tuac’s relation as described in the 

equation (4.1). The estimated band gap energy for an annealed film without 

using a Se atmosphere is 1.52 eV, which is in good accordance with the powder 

as discussed in chapter 4. The band gap energy systematically decreases from 

1.52 to 1.09 eV for CZTSSe films that were annealed in a Se atmosphere with an 

increasing selenization temperature (Fig. 5.12(b)). The observed band gap values 

were matches well with the reported values [16–19]. The replacement of the S 

atoms by Se atoms, resulting narrow band gap energy of the CZTSSe films. The 

band gap energy of the CZTSSe films is systematically tuned by varying the 

selenization temperature. The efficiency of CZTSSe can be enhanced by 

narrowing the band gap energy of CZTS thin films [20]. 
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Fig.5.12. (a) UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra and (b) corresponding band gap of 

annealed and selenized films for different temperature. 

5.2.3.3. Electrical properties 

             The conductivity type, carrier concentration, mobility and resistivity of 

CZTS and CZTSSe films were measured by Hall-effect. The reported value of 

mobility and carrier concentration for CZTS absorber material are in the range of 

1 to 10 cm2∙V−1∙s−1 and 1016 to 1018 cm-3 [21–23]. As can be seen in table 5.4, all the 

films showed P-type conductivity. Compared to CZTS film, the hole 

concentration and mobility were increased while resistivity decreased for the 

CZTSSe films. From the cross-sectional FE-SEM images (Fig. 5.4), it can be seen 

that CZTS film consists of smaller grains which contributes high density of grain 

boundaries that act as a barrier to the flow of charge carriers. This leads to higher 

resistivity and lower mobility of charge carriers. Selenization process helps to 

attain enhanced crystallization which results in improved carrier concentration 

and lowers the resistivity. As the selenization temperature increases, mobility 

increased while resistivity decreased. The increase in carrier concentration for 

CZTSSe films can be due to the slight increment in the grain size as observed 

from the FE-SEM images (Fig. 5.9). The increment in the mobility could be due to 

improvement in the crystallite and grain size as observed from XRD, Raman, and 

FE-SEM analyses. Increase in crystallite size reduces the grain boundary density 
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and thus the grain boundary barrier [24]. Hence, the mobility of charge carrier 

increases. Thus, the observed mobility and carrier concentration were consistent 

with the literature values as discussed above. Therefore, the film selenized at 

550°C showed higher mobility and less resistivity compared to other films which 

suggest that the obtained CZTSSe film is suitable for solar cell applications.  

Table.5.4. Carrier type, carrier concentration, mobility, and resistivity of 

annealed and selenized films for different temperature. 

 

5.2.3.4. Current-voltage characteristics 

The photo-response behavior of CZTS and CZTSSe films were studied in 

order to examine their potential applications in the field of solar cells.  

I-V characteristic of films was measured under dark as well as under 

illumination as described in section 3.2.9. To perform the I-V characteristics, Au 

contacts in the circular shape of 0.1 cm diameter is deposited on a film. I-V 

measurements were carried out between two contacts separated by 0.2 cm. The 

thickness of the CZTS and CZTSSe films were 1.2, 1.4, 1.8 and 1.9 μm 

respectively. A voltage of 10 V is applied across the two Au contacts as shown in 

Fig. 5.13. The resulting current flowing across the film between two contacts 

were measured. Subsequently, the experiment was repeated under a light source 

of 300 W.  
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Fig.5.13. Schematic representation of I-V measurements. 

Fig. 5.14, shows I–V measurements of the CZTS and CZTSSe films under 

dark and illumination of light. Films exhibited linear I-V curves, due to ohmic 

nature of the metal contacts as reported by other researchers [25,26]. 

Photoconductivity of the films increased under the illumination of light as 

compared to dark conditions. This is because, the lumination excites electrons 

from valence band to the conduction band. The excitation of electrons increases 

the holes in the CZTS and CZTSSe films and thus enhances the conductivity. The 

photoconductivity of films can be expressed by ΔΙ (current difference in the dark 

and under illumination of light at a given bias voltage). The photocurrent ΔI is 

calculated by Iphoton/Idark in CZTS and CZTSSe thin films were 1.07, 1.35, 1.48 and 

1.74 µA respectively. The film selenized at 550°C showed higher 

photoconductivity than other films which is due to an increment in the grain size 

that reduces the defects and enhances the properties of the film. Hence, the 

obtained CZTSSe film, indicating their potential application in the field of solar 

cells. 
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Fig.5.14. Dark and light I-V characteristics of annealed and selenized films for 

different temperature. 

5.3. Summary  

 Heating-up synthesized Nps was used for film preparation. For this purpose, 

CZTS ink was formulated using hexanethiol as a solvent. Then, the ink was 

coated as a thin film using doctor-blade method. CZTS powder concentration 

was varied such as 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 g to achieve the crack-free films. 

 Properties of as-deposited CZTS films for different powder concentration 

were studied using XRD, Raman, FE-SEM and EDAX analyses. Structural 

analysis exhibited similar properties of powder which revealed that the CZTS 

powder has successfully transformed into the film. FE-SEM images showed 

crack-free and smooth surface of film. The observed elemental composition 
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from the EDAX analysis is close to the powder concentration. Besides, the 

slight increment in the sulfur content was observed which is because of the 

solvent used during the film preparation. 

 CZTS films prepared at different powder concentration were annealed at 

350°C and 400°C to evaporate the solvent and carbon. Structural, 

morphological and compositional properties were investigated for the 

annealed films. From the FE-SEM images, cracks were observed for the 

annealed films with the powder concentration of 0.2 and 0.1 g. Formation of 

cracks could be due to thermal stress (shrinkage) created in the film. As the 

annealing temperature increases, cracks increased which is due to increment 

in the thermal stress. Besides, we could observe that the cracks were reduced 

as the film thickness reduced from 2.7 to 1.2 µm. This could be due to 

decrement in the volume shrinkage that reduces the stress. Finally, crack free 

and uniform thickness of 1.2 µm film was obtained for 0.05 g of powder 

concentration. As the annealing temperature increases, the amount of sulfur 

and carbon were reduced.  

 CZTS films annealed at 350°C with powder concentration of 0.05 g were 

selenized at different temperatures such as 500, 525 and 550°C. Structural 

analysis showed a peak shift towards lower wavelength for the CZTSSe films 

which is due to the replacement of the majority of smaller sized sulfur atoms 

(0.184 nm) by larger sized selenium (0.198 nm) atoms during the selenization 

process. Thus, enlarges the unit cell as we observed increment in the lattice 

parameters for CZTSSe than CZTS. After selenization, narrow and sharp 

peaks were observed, indicating improvement in the crystallinity. 

  With increases in the selenization temperature, voids were decreased. Film 

selenized at 550°C showed void-free, smooth surface with slight increment in 

the grain size. Compositional analysis revealed Cu-poor, Zn-rich composition 

which is optimal for solar cell applications. With increase in the selenization 
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temperature, selenium content increased while sulfur content decreased. 

Besides, carbon content decreased as a function of selenization temperature. 

 Hall effect studies revealed the improvement in the mobility and carrier 

concentration for the CZTSSe films as compared to annealed film. This could 

be due to improvement in the crystallite size as observed from the XRD, 

Raman and FE-SEM images. Also, film selenized at 550°C showed higher 

photoconductivity than other films, which indicates their suitability in the 

filed of low-cost thin film solar cells.  
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Chapter 6 

Hot-injection synthesis of CZTS nanoparticles and 

deposition of thin films 

  

In this chapter, we synthesize kesterite CZTS nanoparticles (Nps) by hot-

injection process. Herein, we discuss about the off-stoichiometric 

[Cu1.79Zn1.16Sn0.95S4.08 (Cu-poor Zn-rich)] composition of CZTS Nps. Furthermore, 

the influence of reaction temperature and time on the structural, morphological, 

compositional and optical properties are examined. Besides, based on the 

detailed time dependent evolution, possible growth mechanism is proposed for 

the CZTS Nps. Afterwards, the optimized CZTS Nps (220°C for 2 h) are used to 

deposit films by doctor blade method. Subsequently, annealing and selenization 

process are carried out for the films. 

6.1. Synthesis of CZTS Nps 

6.1.1 Influence of reaction temperature 

6.1.1.1 Structural properties 

Fig. 6.1(a) shows the XRD patterns of CZTS Nps synthesized at different 

reaction temperature. From the XRD pattern, (112), (020), (220) and (312) planes 

were observed for all the samples, correspond to kesterite crystal structure of 

CZTS (JCPDS 01-075-4122). Besides, sample synthesized at 180˚C showed Cu2S 

phase which is due to incomplete reaction at this temperature. As can be seen in 

Fig.6.2, full-width half maximum (FWHM) decreased from 0.55 to 0.32° which 

indicates the improvement in the crystallite size. The crystallite size was 

calculated using the Scherrer formula as described in the chapter 4 (equation 4.1). 

The calculated crystallite size was found to increase from 14.74 to 27.92 nm with 
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increases in the reaction temperature. These results are in good agreement with 

FE-SEM images.  

To further confirm the phase purity of the CZTS Nps, Raman 

measurements were taken as shown in Fig. 6.1(b). Raman spectra exhibited a 

prominent peak at around 333 cm-1 and two shoulder peaks at 284 and 372 cm-1, 

related to kesterite crystal structure of CZTS [1]. Besides, the samples 

synthesized at 180 and 200°C showed peaks at 477 and 296 cm-1, attributed to 

Cu2S and (Cu2SnS3) CTS phases, respectively [2–5]. As the reaction temperature 

increased to 220°C, secondary phases disappeared completely and pure phase of 

CZTS was obtained. A significant difference was not observed, further increasing 

the reaction temperature to 240°C. Therefore, the structural analysis indicated the 

secondary and ternary phases at less reaction temperatures (180-200°C) and the 

pure phase of CZTS was attained at 220°C. 

 

Fig. 6.1. (a) XRD pattern and (b) Raman spectra of CZTS Nps synthesized at 

different reaction temperature. 
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Fig.6.2. Changes in FWHM and crystallite size as a function of reaction 

temperature. 

6.1.1.2 Morphological and compositional properties 

From the FE-SEM images (Fig.6.3), homogeneous size of the particles was 

observed at 220°C as compared to other temperatures. The size of the CZTS Nps 

increased from 15 to 35 nm with increases in the reaction temperature. The 

elemental compositions of CZTS Nps are examined using EDAX analysis. The 

elemental compositions and compositional ratios of Cu/(Zn+Sn) and Zn/Sn are 

shown in Fig. 6.4. The elemental composition was varied with increasing reaction 

temperature as shown in Fig. 6.4(a). The amount of Cu decreases while the 

amount of S increases with increases in the reaction temperature. The Cu- and 

Sn- rich composition was obtained, when the temperature less than 220°C. The 

Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio decreases while Zn/Sn ratio increases as a function of reaction 

temperature as can be seen in Fig. 6.4(b). These compositional changes led to 

form Cu2S and CTS phases at low reaction temperatures (180 to 200°C) as we 

observed in the structural analysis. When the reaction temperature increased to 

220°C, Cu-poor, Zn-rich composition of CZTS was obtained which is beneficial 
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for solar cell applications [6]. From the structural, morphological and 

compositional analysis, we conclude that 220°C is the optimum temperature to 

get pure phase CZTS with Cu-poor, Zn-rich composition. 

 

Fig.6.3. FE-SEM images of CZTS Nps synthesized at different reaction 

temperature. 

 

Fig.6.4. (a) The elemental composition and (b) the corresponding ratio of Cu/(Zn 

+ Sn) and Zn/Sn of the CZTS Nps with different reaction temperature. 
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6.1.2 Influence of reaction time 

6.1.2.1 Structural properties 

            To study the growth mechanism of the CZTS Nps, aliquots were 

withdrawn at regular interval from the reaction mixture at 220°C which is the 

optimum temperature as mentioned in earlier. Fig. 6.5(a) shows the XRD 

patterns of CZTS Nps synthesized at different reaction time. From the spectra, 

(112), (020), (220) and (312) planes were observed, related to the kesterite crystal 

structure of CZTS (JCPDS 01-075-4122) for all the samples. When the reaction 

time less than 1 h, Cu2S peak was observed. As can be seen in Fig. 6.6, FWHM 

decreased from 0.63 to 0.31°, which indicates the improvement in the crystallite 

and grain size. The crystallite size was calculated using the Scherrer formula. The 

calculated crystallite size increased from 12.88 to 26.43 nm with increases in the 

reaction time.  

           Raman measurements were further used to confirm the phase purity of the 

CZTS Nps. Raman spectra measurements of CZTS Nps for different reaction 

time are shown in Fig. 6.5(b). The spectra showed a prominent peak at around 

334 cm-1 and two shoulder peaks at 286 and 374 cm-1 for all the samples, 

correspond to kesterite crystal structure of CZTS [2]. In addition to that, a 

secondary phase of Cu2S peak was observed at 474 cm-1 [3] for the sample 

synthesized between 10 and 30 mins. The CTS phase observed at 297 cm-1 for 1 h. 

When the reaction time between 2 and 4 h, pure phase kesterite CZTS was 

obtained. Therefore, the structural analysis suggested that pure phase of CZTS 

evolved from Cu2S, then to CTS intermediate compound, finally to kesterite 

CZTS Nps. 
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Fig.6.5. (a) XRD pattern and (b) Raman spectra of CZTS Nps synthesized at 

220°C for different reaction time. 
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Fig.6.6. Variation in FWHM and crystallite size as a function of reaction time. 

 

6.1.2.2 Morphological and compositional properties 

The time-dependent evolution of morphology was obtained by TEM. As 

can be seen in Fig. 6.7, the Nps were formed even at 10 mins which indicates a 

fast reaction rate. The polydispersity of the Nps was observed for 30 mins and     

1 h with size ranging from 10 to 35 nm. 
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Fig.6.7. TEM images of CZTS Nps synthesized at 220°C for different reaction 

time: (a) 10 mins, (b) 30 mins, (c) 1 h, (d) 2 h and (e) 4 h. 
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When the reaction time increases up to 2 h, the homogeneous size of the 

particles was obtained as compared to other reaction times and the particles size 

is at around 20 nm. Further, increase the reaction time up to 4 h, particle size 

increased up to 35 nm. As a result, particle sizes increased with respect of 

reaction time, could be due to Ostwald ripening. The elemental compositions 

and compositional ratios of Cu/(Zn+Sn) and Zn/Sn are shown in Fig. 6.8. With 

increases in the reaction time, the elemental composition was varied as shown in 

Fig. 6.8(a). The amount of S increases while the amount of Cu decreases as the 

reaction proceeds. When the reaction time less than 1 h, Cu- and Sn-rich 

composition was observed. The Cu/(Zn+Sn) decreased while Zn/Sn ratio 

increased as the reaction proceeds. Because of these compositional changes, 

secondary and ternary phases of Cu2S and CTS were seen in the structural 

analysis. Further increasing the reaction time to 2 h, Cu-poor, Zn-rich 

composition was obtained which is very close to the targeted value of 

Cu1.79Zn1.16Sn0.95S4.08.  

 

Fig.6.8. (a) The elemental composition and (b) the corresponding ratio of Cu/(Zn 

+ Sn) and Zn/Sn of the CZTS Nps synthesized at 220°C for different reaction 

time. 
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FE-SEM-EDAX elemental mappings are performed for CZTS Nps 

synthesized at 2 h. From the Fig. 6.9, we could observe that Cu, Zn, Sn and S 

elements were consistently spread in the selected area of the Nps. These results, 

suggested that the nanoparticles have a uniform composition without existence 

of compositional gradients. 

 

Fig.6.9. (a) FE-SEM-EDAX image of the selected area, (b-e) elemental mapping of 

Cu, Zn, Sn and S respectively. 
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6.1.2.3 Optical properties 

Fig. 6.10(a) exhibits the UV-VIS-NIR absorption spectra of the CZTS Nps 

for 2 h. The obtained CZTS Nps presented a strong optical absorption in the 

visible region. The optical band gap Eg was estimated using the formula as 

described in the chapter 4 (equation 4.2). The optical band gap was obtained by 

plotting (αhυ) 2 as a function of hυ as shown in Fig. 6.10(b). The calculated band 

gap was found to be 1.52 eV which is well consistent with the literature values 

[7,8]. 

 

Fig.6.10. (a) UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectrum and (b) corresponding band gap of 

CZTS Nps synthesized at 2 h. 

 To study the valence states of all four elements in the synthesized CZTS 

Nps, XPS analysis was performed for the optimized reaction time of 2 h. As can 

be seen in Fig. 6.11(a-d), XPS analysis exhibits the presence of Cu 2p, Zn 2p, Sn 

3d and S 2p elements in the CZTS Nps. The Cu 2p spectrum illustrates two peaks 

at 952.12 and 932.20 eV with a splitting of 19.92 eV, correspond to Cu(I). The Zn 

2p peaks located at 1046.10 and 1022.99 eV with a split orbit of 23.11 eV, 

attributed to Zn(II). The Sn 3d peaks appeared at 496.10 and 487.64 eV with a 

split orbit of 8.46 eV, represents Sn (IV). The S 2p peaks revealed binding 
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energies at 162.30 and 161.20 eV with a split orbit of 1.10 eV, which is in good 

agreement with the binding energy of S in the sulfide state in CZTS. These 

results were well consistent with the reported values of the binding state of the 

elements of CZTS [9–12]. 

 

Fig.6.11. (a-d) XPS spectra of CZTS Nps for 4 h: Cu 2P, Zn 2P, Sn 3d, and S 2p 

respectively. 

6.1.2.4. Growth and formation mechanism 

On the basis of above results, a possible growth mechanism was proposed 

for the CZTS Nps prepared by hot-injection process as shown in Fig. 6.12.  The 

evolution pathway of pure phase CZTS Nps was explained as follows: 
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 (a) Firstly, Cu2S nuclei was formed. 

 (b) Then, CTS formation was observed by the incorporation of Sn4+ ions 

into Cu2S nuclei. 

(c) Finally, the pure phase of CZTS Nps was obtained followed by 

diffusion of Zn2+ cations into CTS.  

 

Fig. 6.12. Evolution pathway of CZTS Nps synthesized by hot-injection process. 
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 The Cu2S phase observed at less reaction times from 10 to 30 mins, which 

could be due to the Cu-rich composition as can be seen in the Fig. 6.8(a).  The Cu 

ions in Cu2S have relatively high mobility, which can facilitate an exchange with 

other metal ions as the reaction proceeds. When the reaction time increased to 1 

h, Sn4+ was gradually incorporated into the Cu2S crystal lattice to form the 

intermediate compound of Cu–Sn–S. This behavior could be evident from 

Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio evolutions (Fig. 6.8(b)) and structural analysis (Fig. 6.5). 

Consequently, the diffusion of Zn2+ into Cu–Sn–S nanoparticles to form the CZTS 

Nps. When the reaction time increased to 2 h, the targeted composition was 

obtained. Morphology analysis showed homogeneous size of the particles at 2 h 

as compared to less reaction times. Further increasing reaction time up to 4 h, a 

significant difference was not observed. Hence, the results revealed that 2 h is the 

optimum time to get pure phase kesterite CZTS Nps with controlled composition 

and homogeneous particles size.  

6.2. Deposition of CZTS films 

Based on the above results, the optimum powder conditions (220°C for 2 

h) were used for further film deposition. The CZTS ink was formulated using the 

optimized powder concentration of 0.05 g nanopowders in 1 mL hexanethiol as 

we discussed in the chapter 5. Then, the CZTS ink was coated onto SLG substrate 

by doctor blade method as mentioned in chapter 3. 

6.2.1 Properties of annealed and selenized films 

The prepared CZTS films are annealed at 350⁰C and selenized at 550⁰C, 

which are the optimum parameters as we discussed in chapter 5.   

Fig. 6.13(a) shows the XRD patterns of annealed and selenized CZTS films. 

From the XRD pattern, the (112), (220) and (312) planes were observed for 

annealed film which is similar to the powder. After selenization, the peaks were 

shifted to lower 2θ values. The peak shift is due to the replacement of the 
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majority of smaller sized sulfur atoms (0.184 nm) by larger sized selenium (0.198 

nm) atoms during the selenization process which increases the lattice parameters 

[13,14]. As can be seen in Fig. 6.13(b), Raman peaks were observed at 335, 286 

and 372 cm-1 for CZTS films, agreeing well with the powder samples (Fig. 6.5(b)). 

The selenized film exhibits the A1 mode shift of CZTSe at 171, 193 and 242 cm-1 

which are consistent with the literature [15–17]. From the Raman spectra, 

secondary phases like Cu2S, ZnS, ZnSe, CTS etc., were not observed. Thus, the 

results confirmed that the formation of pure phase CZTSSe. 

 

Fig.6.13. (a) XRD pattern, (b) Raman spectra of annealed and selenized films. 

 FE-SEM images of annealed and selenized films are shown in Fig. 6.14. 

The planar view of CZTS film shows a smooth surface and similar composition 

to the powder (Fig. 6.8(a)). CZTS films were selenized under selenium 

atmosphere to improve the properties of the film. After selenization, crack-free 

and slight increment in the grain size of the film was obtained. From the cross-
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sectional image, densely packed grains of CZTSSe film was observed with 

uniform thickness of ~3 µm. The thickness of the film increased from 2 to 3 µm 

which could be due to the volume expansion in the unit cell as the smaller sized 

sulfur is replaced by larger sized selenium atoms. After selenization, the sulfur 

content decreased while selenium increased. As well, the carbon content 

decreased from 43.12 to 32.53 (atomic %) as can be seen in table 6.1. Furthermore, 

the selenized film revealed the Cu-poor, Zn-rich composition which is suitable 

for solar cell applications.  

 

Fig.6.14. Planar and cross-sectional images of annealed and selenized films. 
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Table 6.1. EDAX compositional analysis of annealed and selenized films. 

 

 UV-Vis-NIR absorbance spectra measurements were performed for 

annealed and selenized films as can be seen in Fig. 6.15. The optical band gap 

was calculated using Tuac’s relation as described in the equation (4.2). The 

estimated band gap energy of annealed CZTS film is 1.50 eV. The band gap 

energy decreased from 1.52 to 1.16 eV for CZTSSe film. These values were 

matches well with the reported values [18–20]. The replacement of the sulfur 

atoms by selenium atoms in the film results in the narrow band gap energy of the 

CZTSSe film. 

 

Fig.6.15. (a) UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra and (b) corresponding band gap of 

annealed and selenized films. 

 The conductivity type, carrier concentration, mobility and resistivity of 

annealed and selenized films were measured by Hall-effect. The reported value 
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of mobility and carrier concentration for CZTS absorber material are in the range 

of 1 to 10 cm2∙V−1∙s−1 and 1016 to 1018 cm-3 [21–23]. As can be seen in table 6.2, the 

annealed and selenized films revealed P-type conductivity. Compared to 

annealed film, the carrier concentration and mobility were increased while 

resistivity decreased for the selenized films. After selenization, slight increment 

in the grain size was observed as compared to annealed film, which could 

enhance the carrier concentration and mobility of the film.  

Table 6.2. Electrical properties of annealed and selenized films measured using 

Hall Effect measurement system. 

 

Fig. 6.16, shows I–V measurements of the annealed and selenized films 

under dark and illumination of light. Films exhibited linear I-V curves, due to 

ohmic nature of the metal contacts as reported by other researchers [21,24]. 

Photoconductivity of the films increased under an illumination of light as 

compared to dark conditions. This is because the lumination excites electrons 

from valence band to the conduction band. The photoconductivity of films can be 

expressed by ΔΙ (current difference in the dark and under illumination of light at 

a given bias voltage). The photocurrent ΔI is calculated by Iphoton/Idark for 

annealed and selenized films were 1.1 and 1.5 µA respectively. The selenized film 

exhibited higher photoconductivity than annealed film, could be due to slight 

increment in the grain size. 
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Fig.6.16. I-V characteristics of annealed and selenized films. 

 

6.3. Summary 

 CZTS Nps were synthesized under Cu-poor, Zn-rich conditions by hot-

injection process. Reaction temperatures and time were varied to study their 

influences on the properties of Nps. Formation mechanism of the Nps were 

systematically investigated by examining their structural, morphological, 

compositional and optical properties.   

 CZTS Nps were synthesized by changing the reaction temperatures from 180 

to 240⁰C for 2 h. From the structural analysis, secondary and ternary phases 

were observed at low reaction temperatures. As the reaction temperature 

increases, secondary and ternary phases dissappeared and pure phase of 

CZTS was observed at 220°C. Compositional analysis revealed Cu- and Sn- 

rich composition at low reaction temperatures which is consistent with the 

structural analysis where we observed Cu2S and CTS. When the reaction 

temperature increased to 220°C, stoichiometric composition of CZTS was 

obtained which is close to the targeted value of Cu1.79Zn1.16Sn0.95S4.08. 

Morphological analysis showed homogeneous size of the particles at 220°C as 

compared to other temperatures. Based on the above results, we confirm that 
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220°C is the optimum temperature to get pure phase CZTS with the targeted 

composition. 

 To study the growth mechanism of CZTS Nps, aliquots were taken at regular 

interval from 10 mins to 4 h. Structural analysis revealed the secondary phase 

of Cu2S peak between 10 and 30 mins. Further increases in the reaction time, 

the intensity of the Cu2S peak was decreased and pure phase kesterite CZTS 

was obtained at 2 h. The particle sizes were increased with increases in the 

reaction time because of Ostwald ripening. When the reaction time was less 

than 30 mins, Cu- and Sn-rich composition was observed. Further, increasing 

the reaction time to 2 h, Cu-poor, Zn-rich composition was obtained which is 

very close to the targeted value. Time-dependent experiments suggested that 

the phase conversion of CZTS occurs from Cu2S through the Cu2SnS3 

intermediate compound, finally to pure phase kesterite CZTS. These results 

suggested that 2 h is the optimum time to get pure phase CZTS Nps. Besides, 

the observed binding energies from the XPS analysis is well consistent with 

the literature. Optical analysis showed the band gap of 1.49 eV, suitable for 

solar cell applications. 

 The optimum powder condition of 220°C for 2 h is further used for film 

preparation. The ink was formulated using 0.05 g of CZTS powders in 1 mL 

hexanethiol. Then, the ink was coated as a thin films by doctor blade method 

and annealed at 350°C for 1 min. The annealed films were selenized at 550°C 

for 15 mins.  

 XRD analysis showed (112), (220) and (312) planes of kesterite CZTS for all 

the films. After selenization, the peaks were shifted to lower 2θ values, due to 

the replacement of majority of smaller sized sulfur atoms by larger sized 

selenium atoms. Besides, Raman spectra showed the peak shift towards lower 

wavenumber after selenization. Morphological analysis showed crack free 
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surface for both annealed and selenized films. After selenization, slight 

improvement in the grain size was observed. The thickness of the film 

increased from 2 to 3 µm which could be due to the volume expansion in the 

unit cell as the sulfur is replaced by selenium atoms. After selenization, the 

carbon content was decreased from 43.12 to 32.53 (atomic %). Moreover, the 

selenized film showed Cu-poor, Zn-rich composition which is optimal for 

solar cell applications. The band gap energy decreased from 1.52 to 1.16 eV 

for selenized film. Besides, the carrier concentration and mobility were 

increased. The higher photoconductivity was observed for CZTSSe film than 

CZTS, could be due to an improvement in the grain size.  
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

 

 The aim of the work presented in this thesis, towards preparation of CZTS 

films using Nps. CZTS Nps were synthesized by two different approaches 

such as heating-up and hot-injection. The ink was formulated using 

synthesized CZTS Nps to deposit films by doctor-blade method. 

Subsequently, annealing and selenization process were carried out to 

improve the properties of the film. Various properties were studied for CZTS 

Nps and films. Selenized films showed an improved structural, 

morphological, optical, and electrical properties as compared to annealed 

films. 

 The stoichiometric and off-stoichiometric (Cu-poor, Zn-rich) CZTS Nps were 

synthesized by heating-up approach. It is found that both reaction 

temperature and time play a crucial role to obtain pure phase CZTS Nps with 

controlled composition. Time-dependent phase evolution and the formation 

mechanism of the kesterite CZTS Nps were systematically investigated by 

examining their structural, morphological, compositional and optical 

properties. Also, the time-dependent experiments revealed that the 

compositional phase evolved from Cu2S through the intermediate Cu2SnS3 

compound to finally form kesterite CZTS Nps. These results revealed that the 

optimum reaction temperature and time for pure phase CZTS Nps was found 

to be 220°C and 4 h respectively, as aforementioned in chapter 4. These 

optimum conditions were employed to synthesize Cu-poor, Zn-rich 

composition of CZTS Nps, which is one of the prime condition to achieve 

highly efficient CZTS solar cells. Furthermore, the ink was formulated using 
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Cu-poor, Zn-rich composition of Nps. Afterwards, the ink was coated as a 

thin film by doctor blade method followed by annealing. The CZTS powder 

concentrations were varied to accomplish crack free films. Annealing process 

was carried out to reduce the solvent and carbon content in the film. 

Selenization temperatures were varied to study the role of selenium on the 

film properties. After selenization, band gap was decreased from 1.5 to 1.09 

eV, because of replacement of sulfur atoms by selenium atoms. Film selenized 

at 550°C, exhibited superior structural, morphological, optical and electrical 

properties. 

 Using hot-injection approach, the Cu-poor, Zn-rich composition of CZTS Nps 

were synthesized. The reaction temperature and time were found to play a 

determining role to get pure phase CZTS with controlled composition. Hence, 

the sample synthesized at 220°C for 2 h, showed the pure phase kesterite 

CZTS Nps with the targeted composition. Consequently, these Nps were 

employed to prepare CZTS thin films. Moreover, annealing and selenization 

processes were performed to enhance the film properties. Selenized film 

exhibited a slight improvement in the photoconductivity. Therefore, the film 

prepared from heating-up approach revealed superior photoconductivity 

than hot-injection-approach. Moreover, heating-up approach is applicable for 

large scale production. Hence, the obtained CZTSSe films are suitable to be 

employed as an absorber layer in low-cost thin film solar cells. 

Future work 

 Deposition of CZTSSe film on Molybdenum substrate followed by annealing 

and selenization.  

 To optimize the selenization parameters such as selenium content, selenium 

temperature and time to further enhance the grain growth. 
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 To complete the device structure of Mo/CZTSSe/CdS/ZnO/iZnO-Al. 

 Study the device properties. 
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